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 Explaining Agricultural and Agrarian
 Policies in Developing Countries

 HANS P. BINSWANGER and KLAUS DEININGER

 World Bank

 We are grateful to Xinshen Diao for imnportant background work on general equilibrium
 mnodeling and critical input on early ideas, and to Wendy Ayres for her role as a challenging
 and effective editor. Yair Mundlak and Lyn Squire mnade very helpful comnmnents. This paper is
 a greatly condensed version of a larger literature review fromn which we had to exclude many
 valuable contributions and references. The findings, interpretations, and conclusions, are the
 authors' own and should not be attributed to the World Bank, its Executive Board of Direc-
 tors, or any of its mnember countries.

 1. Introduction

 THE PURPOSE OF this paper is to de-
 scribe and, as far as possible, to ex-

 plain variations in policies, programs,
 and institutions that influence agricul-
 tural growth, agrarian relations, and ru-
 ral welfare across developing countries
 and over time. It also identifies condi-
 tions under which policy reforms meant
 to bring about greater efficiency and eq-
 uity are likely to be initiated and sus-
 tained. In Section 1, we briefly describe
 the key variations in policy, agricultural
 growth, and rural poverty found across
 the developing world. In subsequent sec-
 tions, we explore the following ques-
 tions:

 Why focus specifically on agricultural
 and agrarian policies? We examine the
 material conditions and missing markets
 that characterize the farm economy in
 the developing world and show how
 these influence the agrarian structure
 and institutional environment within
 which agricultural production takes
 place. We hypothesize that the special
 characteristics of the farm economy also

 influence a country's social and political
 environment, and on the political pro-
 cesses that determine key policies. If
 this hypothesis is correct, it provides a
 strong justification for focusing specifi-
 cally on agricultural and agrarian poli-
 cies.

 How do distorted policy patterns af-
 fect the efficiency of agricultural pro-
 duction and rural poverty? We address
 this second set of background questions
 by summarizing key conclusions from
 the literature on the agricultural supply
 response to various policies, and the re-
 sulting impact on productivity growth.
 We also consider how policy distortions
 coupled with imperfect and missing
 markets, and the unequal distribution
 of wealth act together to reduce effi-
 ciency. With these background ele-
 ments we are able to start addressing
 the key questions explored in the paper.

 What explains the observed differ-
 ences in policies across countries and
 over time? Most of the essay is devoted
 to investigating this issue. We look be-
 yond agriculture because political deci-
 sion making involves players from all
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 sectors. We review the literature on
 political decision making, and the liter-
 ature on the importance of the institu-
 tional and political environment, in-
 cluding approaches based on analyses
 of class relations. Finally, we try to un-
 derstand why so many developing coun-
 tries adopted growth-reducing agricul-
 tural and agrarian policies, and why the
 policies have been so difficult to re-
 form.

 What are the conditions and circum-
 stances under which policy reforms are
 likely to be initiated? Under what con-
 ditions would policy changes lead to im-
 provements in efficiency or reductions
 in poverty? And under what conditions
 are the reforms likely to be sustained in
 a new political equilibrium? We at-
 tempt to answer these questions and
 then examine how the factors and theo-
 ries discussed in this essay can help ex-
 plain why rapidly growing and indus-
 trializing economies, such as those of
 East Asia, have stopped discriminating
 against agriculture, and are instead giv-
 ing it a high degree of protection.

 What elements, regularities, and
 theoretical insights emerging from the
 literature reviewed in this essay are
 most likely to help explain the vari-
 ations in policies across countries and
 over time? How can they be used to im-
 prove policy advice, and policy making
 in developing countries? We pursue
 these two questions in the concluding
 section.

 Then, we reflect on the future re-
 search agenda and ask how the ele-
 ments identified in this literature re-
 view can be used to build and test an
 improved political economy of agricul-
 ture and agrarian relations.

 1.1 Understanding the Theories and
 Models

 A bewildering variety of theories,
 models, and empirical inquiries have

 been used to address these questions.
 We use Figure 1 as a map to locate the
 various theories and models, and to
 structure the essay. The oval in the
 middle represents a country. Exoge-
 nous influences come from nature or
 from other countries, and include
 shocks (S), technology options (T),
 ideas (I), and opportunities for trade,
 borrowing, and alliances with other
 countries (F).1

 What must be explained are the vari-
 ables contained in blocks and desig-
 nated by capital letters. Policy out-
 comes (X), which include variables such
 as the allocation of rights of different
 groups, state organizations, and public
 expenditure patterns, influence eco-
 nomic outcomes (Q), (such as flows and
 prices of output). Accumulation alters
 material conditions (M)-the quantity
 and composition of the capital stock and
 the labor force, the distribution of
 wealth, and the technology of agricul-
 tural production. The political environ-
 ment (P), including the nature of the
 state, the power of interest groups, or
 attitudes and ideologies, influences pol-
 icy outcomes.

 Various theories and models, denoted
 by lower-case Greek letters, explore the
 relationships between the variables.
 The models include static economic

 models (E), accumulation models (c),
 behavioral theories (D), and political de-
 cision models (n). Models of political
 economy differ according to the vari-
 ables (both endogenous and exogenous)
 they include and the behavioral assump-
 tions they employ.

 Figure 1 can be summarized in the
 following equations. All variables and
 parameters are multidimensional vec-
 tors. In the discussion of the research
 agenda, we comment briefly on the con-

 1 Each of the symbols represents a multidimen-
 sional vector of similar variables. For example, T
 refers to many technologies.
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 Figure 1. The Landscape of Theories and Models

 sequences of the simultaneity for em-
 pirical work.

 Q =Q(M,X,F,S I (1)

 AM= AM(Q,X,M,T I a) (2)

 P = P(M,X,I I ) (3)

 AX = AX(X,P,M,Q,F I i) (4)

 Static economic models (E) relate po-
 litical outcomes (X) and material condi-
 tions (M) to economic outcomes (Q),
 such as the composition of production,
 prices, macroeconomic conditions, and
 the distribution of income across factor
 owners. These models may be partial or
 general equilibrium, microeconomic or
 macroeconomic, optimizing or mechani-

 cal. They generally treat policies as ex-
 ogenous.

 Accumulation models (oc) relate eco-
 nomic outcomes (Q) to their long run
 impact on material conditions (M).
 Some accumulation models examine
 how investment, factor mobility, or
 natural resource exploitation affect ma-
 terial conditions. Others try to explain
 how population density, ease of market
 access, or the capital-labor ratio in an
 economy is related to innovation and
 adoption of new agricultural technol-
 ogy. These models take the political en-
 vironment and policy outcomes as ex-
 ogenous. Accumulation models have
 been used extensively to analyze and es-
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 timate the economic and social cost of
 the distortionary policies described
 above.

 Behavioral theories (,B) relate mate-
 rial conditions (M) to the social and
 political environment within which
 political decisions are made. Theories
 of collective action relate the ability of
 interest groups (which are exogenously
 given) to influence economic endow-
 ments, material conditions, and their
 access to, and ability to make use of
 information. Analyses of institutional
 economics, historical materialism, and
 a large body of historical literature re-
 late the formation, nature, and behavior
 of states to material conditions of pro-
 duction and prior political outcomes.
 All the behavioral models assume that
 self-interest explains the participation
 of actors in economics or politics, and
 the specific policy objectives they pur-
 sue.

 Models of political decision making
 (t) relate elements of the political envi-
 ronment, to specific policy outcomes,
 and the economic consequences of such
 policies. They consider the behavior of
 political actors (benevolent dictators
 who maximize a social welfare function,
 autocratic self-interested decision mak-
 ers, interest groups) and the nature of
 voting rules and mechanisms.

 2. The Main Patterns of Policy,
 Agricultural Growth, and Rural Poverty

 Global agricultural output has grown
 faster than food demand for more than
 a century. Over the same period the
 proportion of the population deriving a
 livelihood from agriculture has de-
 clined, real food prices have fallen,
 and-in many countries-the propor-
 tion of rural households living in pov-
 erty has fallen (World Bank 1990 and
 1996). But, there has been great vari-
 ation among countries and regions in

 output, productivity, and rural welfare,
 with some experiencing large improve-
 ments and others experiencing stagnat-
 ing or even declining output, produc-
 tivity, and rural living standards. These
 variations and their relationship to gov-
 ernment policies and other factors must
 be explained.

 Agricultural policies in developing
 countries are often highly distorted, as
 the literature documents. Anne Krue-
 ger, Maurice Schiff, and Alberto Valdes
 (1991), in characterizing policy mixes
 for 18 countries from 1960 to 1983,
 found that:

 -Most of the countries imposed high
 taxes on their agricultural sectors.

 -The indirect tax on agriculture from
 macroeconomic policies, such as
 overvalued exchange rates, and
 measures such as import duties and
 industrial - protection, was three
 times the direct tax, such as export
 taxes, on agriculture.

 -Most of the direct measures were
 contrary to the country's long term
 comparative advantage-for exam-
 ple, competitive commodities were
 taxed, while uncompetitive (often
 food) crops were protected.

 -Resources provided to agriculture,
 through measures such as subsi-
 dized credit, infrastructure, re-
 search, and extension, were not
 equal to resources extracted.

 -The resources that did flow to agri-
 culture almost exclusively benefit-
 ted large, modern enterprises, not
 the many small farmers who, to-
 gether with landless workers, were
 most affected by the net taxation of
 agriculture.

 Still, among the 18 countries included
 in the study, performance of the agricul-
 tural sector in terms of growth and pov-
 erty reduction varied widely depending
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 on the country's agrarian structure, mac-
 roeconomic environment, and provision
 of public goods to the farming sector.
 The countries fall into four main groups,
 depending on their agrarian structures
 and the policies they pursued.

 First, based on an agrarian structure
 consisting predominantly of family
 farms, the major Southeast Asian coun-
 tries-Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thai-
 land, following the earlier lead of Tai-
 wan and Republic of Korea-and China
 reduced agricultural taxation in the
 1970s and started to support smallhold-
 ers. These countries, in addition to es-
 tablishing favorable macroeconomic
 policies, invested in rural infrastructure
 and social services, provided research
 and extension services, and supported
 viable smallholder credit systems. Agri-
 cultural output grew rapidly, and the
 number of rural households living in
 poverty fell dramatically. The experi-
 ence of China illustrates the enormous
 impact that agrarian policies can have.
 In 1978 China abandoned collective ag-
 riculture; assigned most farm land to
 families, giving each a very small hold-
 ing; and sharply increased the prices
 paid for agricultural goods. Over the next
 15 years farm output grew at a rate of
 more than six percent a year. This dra-
 matic increase in agricultural produc-
 tivity precipitated China's long running
 economic boom, which continues today.

 A second group of countries, includ-
 ing Argentina, Ghana, Nigeria, Tanza-
 nia, Uganda, Zambia, and many other
 African countries, also had agrarian
 structures dominated by family farms.
 However these countries discriminated
 heavily against agriculture by maintain-
 ing overvalued exchange rates, indus-
 trial protection, and export taxation. In
 addition, they provided little support to
 agriculture, and the support they did
 provide went primarily to relatively in-
 efficient, but politically powerful large

 producers. Except in regions with espe-
 cially favorable conditions, agricultural
 output has not kept up with population
 growth, and rural poverty has increased
 sharply. Although many of these coun-
 tries have recently initiated macro-
 economic stabilization programs and
 structural reforms, they are reforming
 agricultural policies, with some notable
 exceptions, only slowly.

 A third group of countries-including
 India, Kenya, Mexico, and the Philip-
 pines-with agrarian structures that
 comprise large estates formed during
 colonial rule also imposed heavy taxes
 on the agricultural sector through un-
 favorable policies, such as an unsup-
 portive regulatory environment, domi-
 nance of parastatals, exchange rate
 restrictions, and import barriers. But
 these countries also partially compen-
 sated for these unfavorable policies by
 implementing large public investment
 programs in rural areas and partial land
 reform programs, which addressed struc-
 tural problems. This combination of pol-
 icies has resulted in modest increases
 in agricultural output and modest re-
 ductions in rural poverty. Rent seeking
 by large farmers and bureaucrats has,
 however, often reduced the efficiency
 of public spending, which has steadily
 shifted from investment in public goods
 (for example, irrigation) to distortionary
 subsidies for privately used inputs (for
 example, water and electricity), eroding
 the basis for long-term growth. Reforms
 of these public expenditure patterns
 have begun only recently and are being
 implemented slowly.

 A fourth group of countries-includ-
 ing Brazil, Colombia, Guatemala, and
 South Africa-has been characterized
 by a very unequal distribution of land-
 with Gini coefficients that are uni-
 formly higher than 0.8 (often with two
 percent of farmers holding 33 percent
 of the land)-that dates back to colonial
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 times.2 The unequal distribution of
 land was worsened by a policy mix that
 taxed the agricultural sector directly
 and indirectly through industrial pro-
 tection and overvalued exchange rates.
 To compensate, rural elites were fa-
 vored in the allocation of property
 rights, public investment, services,
 credit, and subsidies. Although govern-
 ments sometimes made efforts to redis-
 tribute land in response to rural unrest
 and violence, the programs were poorly
 designed and consequently achieved lit-
 tle. To the contrary, because they dis-
 couraged tenancy (by restricting prop-
 erty rights or by raising fear among
 landowners of future land reform), or
 explicitly prohibited tenancy, the land
 reform programs often led to the evic-
 tions of large numbers of tenant farm-
 ers, whose loss of income more often
 than not outweighed the gains achieved
 by poor farmers.

 Although agricultural output grew
 rapidly in these countries until the mid-
 1980s, rural employment did not grow
 enough to keep up with population
 growth-because by subsidizing credit,
 governments encouraged large farmers
 to purchase farm machinery, which
 displaced labor. Agricultural growth
 largely stopped after governments quit
 subsidizing credit in the mid-1980s with
 the onset of the fiscal and debt crises.
 Structural problems, manifested in
 widespread rural poverty and rural vio-
 lence, again demand attention.

 3. Implications of Material Conditions
 and Missing Markets

 It is impossible to consider the con-
 sequences of agricultural policies in iso-

 lation from general macroeconomic
 conditions and policies affecting other
 sectors. But it makes sense to investi-
 gate the key factors influencing agricul-
 tural policies separately, because the
 material conditions of agricultural pro-
 duction and the specific imperfections
 of financial, insurance, and factor mar-
 kets in rural areas can explain many ob-
 served regularities.3 We first identify
 the special characteristics of agricul-
 tural production and their conse-
 quences. We then investigate the way
 policies interact with market imperfec-
 tions to produce efficiency- and growth-
 reducing outcomes. Finally, we explore
 whether and how material conditions
 can help explain policy choices and dis-
 tortions.

 3.1 Material Conditions of Agricultural
 Production

 Agricultural production is charac-
 terized by heterogeneity, seasonality,
 and spatial dispersion, and by large vari-
 ations in weather and prices that affect
 similar producers within a region in the
 same way-implying that their incomes
 are covariant. These characteristics ag-
 gravate the problems caused by well-
 known informational asymmetries which
 characterize contracts for insurance,'
 credit, and labor. Covariance and infor-
 mational asymmetries, have major con-
 sequences for financial and insurance
 markets: crops usually cannot be in-
 sured against loss (Peter Hazell, and
 Carlos Pomareda, and Valdes 1986),
 and rural financial intermediation and

 2 The Gini coefficient measures the degree of
 inequality in a distribution. A Gini coefficient of
 zero implies a perfectly equal distribution whereas
 a coefficient of one implies perfect unequal distri-
 bution, with one unit holding everything and all
 others holding nothing.

 3 This section draws heavily from the large lit-
 erature on tenancy and sharecropping recently re-
 viewed for the Journal by Keijiro Otsuka, Chuma
 Hiroyuki, and Hayami Yujiro (1992) and the litera-
 ture on agrarian relations and land markets as re-
 viewed by Binswanger, Deininger, and Gershon
 Feder (1995). As the purpose of this section is to
 set the scene rather than provide a detailed dis-
 cussion, we refer the interested reader to these
 references for a more elaborate argument and a
 broader set of citations.
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 credit markets develop slowly and with
 great difficulty (Binswanger and Mark
 Rosenzweig 1986). Spatial dispersion,
 heterogeneity, and seasonality imply
 that hired labor, which does not share in
 profits, must be closely supervised-and
 supervision costs are exceptionally high.4

 These special features of rural areas
 give rise to three main consequences.
 First, many of the institutions in rural
 areas have developed in response to
 specific material conditions and the re-
 sulting imperfections in financial, insur-
 ance, and labor markets. Second, fully
 privatized land rights may not be the
 most efficient arrangement for rural
 economies that are characterized by
 highly incomplete markets. Third, the
 way in which rights to productive assets,
 especially land, are allocated affects not
 only the distribution of income in rural
 areas, but also the overall efficiency of
 the rural economy.

 3.2 Adaptations to Missing and
 Incomplete Markets

 Missing or incomplete markets can
 explain many of the characteristics of
 rural societies.5 Subsistence orienta-
 tion, reliance on family labor, and the
 use of land and cattle (or other assets)
 as savings instruments can be explained
 as the consequence of the absence, or
 poor development of markets for prod-
 ucts, labor, finance, and risk diffusion

 (Binswanger and Rosenzweig 1986; Bin-
 swanger and John McIntire 1987).

 Agrarian structure. Many studies of
 farming systems around the world have
 shown that there are few economies of
 scale in agriculture that might provide
 advantages to farms larger than what a
 family could operate using its own labor
 (Johan van Zyl et al. 1995).6 The lack of
 economies of scale in agriculture, cou-
 pled with the high cost of supervising
 wage labor, implies that a farm culti-
 vated by an owner-operator without re-
 liance on permanent outside labor-the
 family farm-is the most efficient unit
 of production. The few exceptions oc-
 cur with plantation crops, or where
 large farms are able to overcome imper-
 fections in other markets, such as those
 for outputs, inputs, or credit.7

 4Empirical evidence regarding the supervision
 costs of agricultural labor can be found in Xiao-
 yuan Dong and Gregory Dow (1993) and in
 George Frisvold (1994). Imperfections in financial
 markets, especially if coupled with impediments to
 the functioning of the and rental market, can
 counter this a vantage and may, in practice, still
 lead to the appearance of a positive relationship
 between farm size and yields (see, for example,
 Michael Kevane 1996).

 5 Some analysts have argued that peasants do
 not maximize profits. This controversy over a dis-
 tinct "peasant rationality" has largely disappeared,
 and peasant behavior is now modeled as utility-
 maximizing in settings characterized by high risk
 and imperfect markets.

 6 The optimal scale of family farms varies widely
 among and within countries, depending on climate
 and soil fertility, population density, access to
 markets and infrastrucutre, the opportunity cqst of
 family workers and operators in the urban econ-
 omy, and the technology available.

 TMany technical economies of scale can be cir-
 cumvented by rental markets for machines. Other
 economies of scale in marketing and credit can be
 circumvented by village traders, cooperative socie-
 ties, and contract farming. Managerial economies
 of scale can be circumvented by extension services
 or cooperatives. Thus the worldwide prevalence of
 the family farm suggests that the superior incen-
 tives of family members to invest and work hard
 typically dominate these sources of economies of
 scale. Exceptions can occur with plantation crops.
 These are characterized by the occurrence of
 economies of scale in processing or shipping a
 highly perishable crop, which leads to a coordin-
 ation problem between the farm and the planta-
 tion. This problem can be solved either by com-
 bining the two operations in a single enterprise, or
 through contract farming. Thus we see very large
 farms producing sugarcane, bananas for export,
 tea, and palm oil. For all these commodities the
 share of output from plantations has declined in
 recent decades compared with the share from con-
 tract farming (Binswanger and Rosenzweig 1986).
 Another exception occurs when there are virtually
 no markets for inputs, outputs, and credit, as has
 been the case in transition economies. Families
 are then understandably reluctant to bear the risks
 of private farming, preferring the safety of produc-
 ing as part of large enterprises that can provide
 some of these services.
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 The degree to which covariate and
 non-covariate risk can be diversified has
 important implications for equity as
 well as productive efficiency. Where mar-
 kets are not well-integrated, prices can
 vary considerably in response to covariate
 shocks such as droughts, leading to dis-
 tress sales of assets at very low prices.
 Such sales leave the seller with insuffi-
 cient resources to purchase the assets
 back later when prices return to normal
 (Mead Cain 1981). These circumstances
 can lead to the concentration of land
 holdings even where large holdings are
 less efficient than family farms. The in-
 ability to insure against the risk of loss
 can lead to the use of assets such as draft
 animals to facilitate consumption smooth-
 ing during periods of crisis (Rosenzweig
 and Kenneth Wolpin 1993).

 Sharecropping can be viewed as a
 way to allocate land to efficient family
 operators in places with unequally dis-
 tributed landownership, high environ-
 mental risk, and imperfect credit mar-
 kets. Although a less efficient system of
 production than owner operation or
 fixed-rent tenancy, sharecropping pro-
 vides tenants with partial incentives to
 work hard and invest, which wage labor
 contracts do not.8

 Social characteristics. Characteristics
 such as the role of elders in the man-

 agement of production and food stocks
 for large extended families have simi-
 larly been explained as adaptations to
 high environmental risk, low population
 density, and the ensuing isolation from
 interregional markets (Claude Meillas-
 soux 1981). Spatially diversified social
 networks, created and maintained
 through migration and marriage, help
 insure against covariate risks and pre-
 vail as long as less costly mechanisms to
 insure against such risks are unavailable
 (Rosenzweig and Oded Stark 1989).

 In many cases, however, farmers are
 forced to resort to second-best strate-
 gies-not because of the unalterable
 material characteristics of the produc-
 tive environment and the associated
 market imperfections, but because of
 government policies. The patron-client
 relationship is an instructive example,
 being considered a relatively beneficial
 insurance-substitute in the neoclassical
 tradition, but as a sophisticated form of
 exploitation in Marxist theories (Hayami
 and Masao Kikuchi 1984; James Scott
 1976; Amit Bhaduri 1986). Determining
 which interpretation is valid requires an
 examination of the policy and institu-
 tional framework within which these re-
 lationships are adopted.9

 3.3 Implications for the Evolution
 of Property Rights

 Property rights assign the rights to
 and rewards from resource use to indi-
 viduals, thus providing incentives to in-
 vest in resources and use them effi-
 ciently (Armen Alchian and Harold

 8 Numerous empirical studies have shown that
 legal prohibition o sharecropping as "feudal" does
 not lead to the choice of fixed-rent tenancy, but
 rather to further restrictions in small farmers' ac-
 cess to land (see Binswanger, Deininger, and
 Feder 1995). Restrictions then lead to further effi-
 ciency losses and increased poverty, as in the
 group of countries with dualistic land ownership
 patterns. Elisabeth Sadoulet, Seiichi Fukui, and
 Alain de Janvry (1994) are unable to find a signifi-
 cant effect of sharecropping, compared with
 owner-operators, for sharecroppers who are poor,
 face high risk, or have established long-term rela-
 tionships with their landlords. Radwan Ali Shaban
 (1987), who through the use of panel data adjusts
 not only for soil quality but also for individual abil-
 ity, finds that the efficiency loss attributable to
 share tenancy is modest: about 15 percent.

 9 In the United States south the need to main-
 tain a loyal and cheap labor force led large land-
 owners to actively and fiercely resist attempts to
 replace a paternalistic system, under which they
 provided some insurance and protection to their
 employees, with systems giving workers access to
 state-provided benefits such as social security. Not
 until the invention of the cotton picker, which
 mechanized the cotton harvest, was social security
 extended to the south (Lee Alston and Joseph Fer-
 rie 1993).
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 Demsetz 1972). Given the high cost of
 supervising wage labor, clearly allocat-
 ing land rights to owner-operators
 would generally increase the efficiency
 of agricultural production.

 However, in environments where in-
 formation costs are high and markets
 for finance and insurance are imperfect,
 private property rights do not always
 produce the most efficient farming ar-
 rangements. Abandoning communal
 land rights for fully tradable property
 rights may lead to the loss of safety nets
 for the poor, the use of economies of
 scale in herding, or measures to diver-
 sify risk (N. S. Jodha 1992; Jeffrey
 Nugent and Nicholas Sanchez 1993;
 Donald McCloskey 1991). Furthermore,
 the process of assigning and transfer-
 ring private property rights is not cost-
 free. The costs of maintaining records,
 negotiating, contracting, and policing
 property rights can be high and may ex-
 ceed the value of the land, especially in
 rural areas with low population densi-
 ties and little market access.

 Communal types of land tenure as-
 sign to community members clear in-
 heritable use-rights to cropland, pas-
 tures, forests, and fisheries, and usually
 allow some degree of exchange (rental
 or even sale of land) within the commu-
 nity. They often provide security of ten-
 ure at low cost, and thus do not discour-
 age individuals from investing in the
 operation (Shem Migot-Adholla et al.
 1991; John Bruce and Migot-Adholla
 1994). Because the use of the land and
 its output belong to individual cultiva-
 tors, communal property rights systems
 rarely lead to large static efficiency
 losses-unlike collective farming sys-
 tems.10 Fully individualized property

 rights systems become superior to com-
 munal systems only once population
 growth and specialization increase the
 value of land and the efficiency losses
 associated with restricting transactions
 to insiders.

 3.4 Efficiency Implications of the Initial
 Asset Distribution

 It is well known that in many coun-
 tries land prices exceed the capitalized
 value of farm profits (Binswanger, De-
 ininger, and Feder 1995). In peri-urban
 areas, where land has many alternative
 uses, this is not surprising. Yet the phe-
 nomenon is prevalent even far from cit-
 ies, because, in addition to the profit
 stream available from farming, land
 provides other services to the owner,
 which are capitalized into land prices.
 Where insurance markets are imperfect
 (because of the combination of covari-
 ance and moral hazard problems), land
 provides value as collateral. Land pro-
 vides additional services, serving as an
 inflation hedge, a tax shelter (due to the
 preferential treatment of agriculture in
 income and property tax systems), and
 collateral to obtain access to subsidized
 credit (Richard Just and John Mira-
 nowski 1989; Antonio Brandao and
 Gerva'sio Rezende 1989; Herman van
 Schalkwyk and van Zyl 1996).

 Where land prices exceed the present
 value of their income streams, poor
 farmers cannot buy land, even if they
 have access to credit at the prevailing
 interest rate. To pay for the land with a
 loan, poor farmers must reduce their
 consumption below what they can sus-
 tain as workers or sharecroppers. Or,
 they have to use nonfarm income to ser-
 vice a part of the debt even in normal
 years. Thus people need savings or non-

 10The supervision and monitoring cost advan-
 tages of family farms seem to be at the root of the
 preponderance of assignments of land to, and pro-
 duction by, individual families. Collective produc-
 tion of crops is very rare, and cropland is almost

 always assigned to families on a temporary or per-
 manent basis. Communal use is usually restricted
 to noncropped forest or pasture areas.
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 Binswanger and Deininger: Agrarian Policies 1967

 farm income to acquire land. And this
 need tends to make the distribution of
 land holdings more unequal.

 Even without macroeconomic insta-
 bility or policy distortions, rural land
 markets have special characteristics.
 Where nonagricultural opportunities for
 rural residents are limited, little land is
 offered for sale during periods when
 the weather is normal. Landowners are
 made better off by selling land only if
 they are able to earn a higher return
 from the sales proceeds than from culti-
 vation or rental."1 Therefore, rural land
 sales are likely to be concentrated in
 years when profits are low because of
 adverse weather or low commodity
 prices, and take the form of distress
 sales. Because farmers in the same area
 are affected by the same conditions,
 the sales will often be to moneylenders
 or other creditors whose assets are
 their outstanding loans. 12 Thus even
 without macroeconomic or policy dis-
 tortions, land holdings may become
 concentrated in the hands of money-
 lenders, large landowners, people with
 urban incomes, or others with financial
 resources.

 Does this matter for efficiency? Land
 rental or sharecropping could equalize
 the marginal product of land, labor, and
 capital in production among land hold-
 ings. But these contracts are second-
 best adaptations to market imperfec-
 tions-and are still less efficient than

 owner-operated farms. The initial dis-
 tribution of land or wealth will thus
 influence subsequent allocation of fac-
 tors of production and has important
 consequences for the long-term produc-
 tive capacity of the rural economy.
 Moral hazard, covariance of income,
 and collateral value of land imply ab-
 sent insurance and imperfect credit
 markets. Markets for land may there-
 fore fail to bring about Pareto-improv-
 ing trades and an efficient farm size
 distribution-an illustration of the
 second-best.

 The powerful impact of initial land
 allocations on subsequent agricultural
 development can be illustrated by com-
 paring land allocations in the United
 States West and in Brazil in the late
 nineteenth century. In the United
 States the Homesteading Acts limited
 the size of plots that families could ac-
 quire to 160 acres. To retain ownership
 rights, individuals were required to cul-
 tivate the plots for a specified number
 of years. Owner-operated farms domi-
 nated agricultural production, with
 rentals and sales merely reallocating
 land to more efficient farm families
 working plots of comparable size.
 United States agriculture became one
 of the most productive systems in the
 world, and remains so today. By con-
 trast, in most of Brazil land could be
 titled only in lots no smaller than four
 square kilometers (988 acres)-an area
 much larger than a family could work.
 Restrictions on subdivision kept land-
 ownership highly concentrated. As a
 consequence, Brazilian agriculture be-
 came dependent on wage labor and was
 characterized by relatively low effi-
 ciency and investment. Investment and
 productivity rose only after govern-
 ment-sponsored import substitution
 policies and credit subsidies brought
 about rapid capitalization of the sector.
 Land sales have been unable to reduce

 11 Mortgaged land cannot be used as collateral
 for working capital. The owner of mortgaged land
 cannot reap the production advantage of owner-
 ship, and thus will be unable to repay the loan out
 of increased income from the land. Only unmort-
 gaged land yields a flow of income and other ser-
 vices, the present value of which equals the land
 price (Feder et al. 1988) Because only unmort-
 gaged land provides these services, land purchases
 are likely to be financed out of household savings.

 12These financial intermediaries retain the prop-
 erty in their portfolios, sometimes renting it to
 the very farmers who sold it, until land prices
 improve with the return of normal weather.
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 significantly the inequality in the size
 distribution of holdings.'3

 3.5 Adaptations to Unequal Land
 Ownership Distributions

 Because supervising hired labor is
 costly, large farms run with hired labor
 will be generally less efficient than
 small farms and will not be able to offer
 owner-operators sufficiently attractive
 contract terms to induce them to give
 up their own operations. In the past,
 where population densities were low,
 large estates therefore faced severe
 problems recruiting workers or tenant-
 farmers. Policies were often adopted to
 reduce the profits of family farms and
 therefore the reservation utilities of
 their operators. These policies included
 eliminating rights over high quality
 land; prohibiting the subdivision of
 large estates; imposing lump-sum taxes
 on individuals, huts, and labor; restrict-
 ing the marketing of output; and pro-
 hibiting the production of lucrative
 crops (see Section 5.2 for further dis-
 cussion). In many countries these poli-
 cies remained in place even after popu-
 lation growth had eliminated labor
 shortages. They contributed to ineffi-
 ciency, stagnation, and rural poverty.

 Two predominant types of arrange-
 ments arose to reduce the inefficiencies
 of very unequal ownership distribution
 of land. First, in landlord estate systems
 owners leased their land to tenants who
 worked the land with their family's la-
 bor. Most commonly, the arrangement
 was sharecropping, a second-best adap-

 tation to the material conditions and
 market imperfections of agriculture.
 Most landlord estate systems have now
 been eliminated through land reform
 programs. Obtaining title to the land
 they worked provided former tenants
 with incentives and resources to invest
 in physical and human capital, greater
 security against exogenous shocks, and
 often an increased ability to participate
 in the political process (Richard
 Grabowski 1994).

 Second, in hacienda systems charac-
 teristic of many South American and Af-
 rican countries, tenants were allocated
 just enough land to satisfy their subsis-
 tence requirements but were required
 to work on the owner's part of the farm,
 usually to produce crops for the market.
 These systems were not only less effi-
 cient than landlord estates, but also
 evolved less favorably (de Janvry 1981).
 Land reforms, where they occurred,
 often resulted in state-farm or collec-
 tive-farm structures, which provide very
 poor incentives for work and invest-
 ment, and rarely lead to increases in
 productivity. In most places, however,
 the fear of impending land reform
 prompted landowners to reduce their
 dependence on hired or tenant labor
 through large-scale evictions. Owners
 then either mechanized their farm op-
 erations, often with the help of gener-
 ous government subsidies, or converted
 their farms to undertake extensive live-
 stock ranching, which requires very lit-
 tle labor. In many countries, with so
 many rural laborers unemployed, wages
 for all unskilled workers fell, worsening
 rural and urban poverty.

 In the remainder of the paper we will
 often refer to the special material and
 informational characteristics of agricul-
 ture; the difficulties with output, labor,
 financial, and insurance markets that
 they imply, and how they change in the
 course of development. We have seen

 13 Not only were financial and insurance mar-
 kets absent or distorted, during the twentieth cen-
 tury a combination of macroeconomic instability,
 tax preferences for agriculture, and credit subsi-
 dies for large farmers drove land prices above the
 present value of farm profits, further reducing the
 ability of the sales market to bring about an effi-
 cient distribution of operational holdings (Bin-
 swanger and Miranda Elgin 1989; Brandao and
 Rezende 1989).
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 that they are very important influences
 on the organization of production, peas-
 ant behavior, and the interaction among
 the allocation of property rights, con-
 tractual freedoms, and the efficiency of
 production. It would not be surprising to
 observe that these conditions also affect
 accumulation processes, such as techni-
 cal change, and the political environ-
 ment within which policies are decided.

 4. The Impact of Policies on
 Accumulation

 In order to appreciate the full impact
 of the policy patterns discussed in the
 first section on rural growth and wel-
 fare, it is necessary to understand the
 impact of policies on accumulation: in-
 vestment in physical and human capital,
 the conservation and sustainable use of
 natural resources, and the pace and di-
 rection of technical change. Accumula-
 tion processes depend on the provision
 of complementary public goods and in-
 frastructure, and may therefore be in-
 fluenced by the quantity and quality of
 public goods provided to agriculture
 and rural areas. The prevalence of mar-
 ket imperfections in rural areas, and the
 far-reaching effects these have on in-
 centives and abilities to accumulate will
 increase the importance of initial asset
 distributions in determining agricultural
 productivity and rural poverty.

 4.1 Supply Response and Productivity
 Growth

 Sustained growth of agricultural pro-
 ductivity is contingent on the genera-
 tion of new technologies through re-
 search and investment in human and
 physical capital-fostered by a policy
 environment that provides private
 agents with incentives to engage in
 these activities. Policies that discrimi-
 nate against the agricultural sector will
 thus have long-term consequences for

 agricultural growth and rural poverty, in
 addition to their static effects.

 One reason why it has been easy to
 adopt policies that discriminate against
 all or part of the agricultural sector is
 that the short-run supply response of
 aggregate agricultural output is inelas-
 tic, much more so than that of other
 sectors (Bruce Johnston 1960).14 This
 inelastic supply response allows myopic
 politicians to implement agricultural
 policies without being fully aware of, or
 concerned about their ultimate deleteri-
 ous effects on supply and growth.

 While the short-run supply response
 of agriculture is inelastic, the long-run
 response is highly elastic, as the litera-
 ture unambiguously shows. 15 The lit-
 erature also shows that the agricultural
 sector adjusts to changes in the inter-
 sectoral terms of trade through individ-
 ual investment and migration decisions
 that have relatively long gestation peri-
 ods. In the long term declines in the
 rate of investment will reduce the rate
 of change in the implemented technol-
 ogy used, thus reducing productiv-
 ity and growth (Mundlak, Domingo
 Cavallo, and Roberto Domenech 1989).
 Policies thus have much larger and far
 reaching long term consequences than
 implied in comparative static models.

 Ester Boserup (1965) describes in
 great detail the ways in which popula-
 tion growth has historically led societies
 to invest in land improvements and irri-
 gation facilities, to intensify land use,
 and to adopt new technologies that re-
 sulted in higher sustainable agricultural

 14 This is because many of the factors of produc-
 tion are highly sector-specific and therefore not
 very mobile in the short run.

 15 inelastic short run supply response of the
 agricultural sector is not a resuft of inherent back-
 wardness or irrationally backward-bending supply
 curves that would allow the state to extract almost
 unlimited "vent for surplus" without affecting
 long-term productivity, as was long believed by
 Marxist scholars.
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 production per unit of land. But, not
 all societies experiencing population
 growth and increased market access
 have shown growth in agricultural pro-
 ductivity, suggesting that these re-
 sponses are not automatic. Policies dis-
 criminating against agriculture, or parts
 of the farm economy, for example, small
 farmers, are likely to slow the evolution
 of farming systems. Take for instance
 the cases of Kenya and Ethiopia (John
 Heath and Binswanger 1996). In Kenya
 (Machakos District), farmers enjoyed
 secure land rights, access to infrastruc-
 ture and markets, fairly favorable terms
 of trade, and cash income from sales of
 crops or labor. A fourfold increase in
 the rural population over 60 years was
 more than compensated for by output
 growth and investment in land conser-
 vation. Ethiopia, on the other hand,
 lacked the institutions, policies, and in-
 frastructure favorable to farmer invest-
 ment. A national cross-section showed
 that high population density is associ-
 ated with soil degradation.

 Getting policies right is even more
 important for agriculture that uses mod-
 ern technology, because the growth of
 total factor productivity can take place
 in different ways. By responding to fac-
 tor scarcities, induced technical change
 is directed toward products or factors
 that are most efficient for a particular
 economy (Hayami and Vernon Ruttan
 1985).16 If factor prices are distorted,

 technical change may not occur or may
 be inappropriate for the economy, given
 its factor ratios. Either would have
 negative implications for efficiency and
 growth.

 4.2 Public Investment

 It has long been known that the po-
 tential returns to private investment,
 and thus its attractiveness will be af-
 fected not only by price policies but
 also by complementary investment in
 public goods, such as education, infra-
 structure, basic science, and dissemina-
 tion of technology. However, despite
 long-standing empirical evidence that
 strongly suggests public investment in
 these areas generate high returns, the
 patterns of public spending observed in
 many developing countries are not ori-
 ented appropriately. Many countries
 still neglect primary education, espe-
 cially in rural areas, and provide dispro-
 portional subsidies to higher education
 that benefit the better-off (T. Paul
 Schultz 1988; Dominique van de Walle
 and Kimberly Nead 1995). A large num-
 ber of studies have consistently found
 exceptionally high returns to publicly
 funded agricultural research. Despite
 increases in public expenditures in de-
 veloping countries on agricultural re-
 search, studies suggest that rates of re-
 turn to agricultural research (Robert
 Evenson and Larry Westphal 1995) and
 smallholder extension (Dean Birk-
 haeuser, Evenson, and Feder 1991) are
 still well above those for other invest-
 ments-suggesting that countries con-
 tinue to underinvest.

 While skimping on these high-return
 investments, governments have often
 spent large amounts on nonproductive

 16 The induced-innovation hypothesis remains
 controversial, despite the large body of historical
 evidence that supports it, especially from agricul-
 ture. It is felt that the theory lacks a solid macro-
 economic foundation, despite the fact that such a
 foundation has existed for more than 20 years. In
 addition, many have argued that it is empirically
 impossible to distinguish between ordinary factor
 substitution and biases in technical change (Peter
 Diamond, Daniel McFadden, and Miguel Ro-
 driguez 1978). This is so even though the problem
 has been resolved theoretically by Ryuzo Sato
 (1970) and empirically by Binswanger (1974) for
 the United States, using panel data to estimate the
 underlying substitution parameters and then ap-

 plying these to aggregate historical data to com-
 pute the factor biases residually. For a recent
 discussion of the controversy, see Ruttan (forth-
 coming).
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 activities with low returns, such as
 untargeted producer and consumer
 subsidies. The literature describing
 urban bias (Michael Lipton 1977, 1993)
 provides qualitative evidence that gov-
 ernment investment has often favored
 the rural elite and the urban upper and
 middle classes rather than the small
 family operator. A number of recent
 studies investigating returns to public
 investment in different sectors demon-
 strate that public investment in many
 developing countries is focused on
 sectors, such as state-owned enter-
 prises and large-scale agriculture, in
 which state involvement may crowd
 out private investment. These invest-
 ments have not, for the most part,
 brought about significantly higher
 growth, and may even have reduced
 growth (William Easterly and Sergio
 Rebelo 1993; Shantayanam Devarajan,
 Vinaya Swaroop, and Heng-fu Zou
 1996).

 4.3 Credit Market Imperfections
 and Asset Distribution

 In the presence of information defi-
 ciencies individuals lacking wealth for
 collateral may be unable to purchase or
 lease indivisible assets. They are unable
 to borrow, not because they are intrinsi-
 cally less productive, but because the
 agency cost (the cost of supervision and
 monitoring) of lending to them is pro-
 hibitive (Karla Hoff and Andrew Lyon
 1994).17 These problems are particu-
 larly severe in rural, as compared to ur-
 ban, areas, where imperfect insurance
 markets, spatial dispersion, and covari-

 ant incomes add to the difficulties of
 obtaining access to credit.

 The theoretical literature suggests
 that in the presence of credit market
 constraints and indivisible investments,
 the initial distribution of wealth affects
 aggregate output and investment in the
 short run and the long run. Different
 initial distributions of assets are associ-
 ated with very different, but dynami-
 cally stable steady states (Satyajit Chat-
 terjee 1991; Daniel Tsiddon 1992).
 Societies in which a relatively equal
 initial distribution of assets allows a
 large number of individuals to make
 lumpy investments that enhance pro-
 ductivity may reach permanently higher
 rates of growth than those in which the
 highly unequal distribution of assets
 prevents such investment. This outcome
 has several implications that are impor-
 tant for agrarian relations and rural wel-
 fare.

 First, if schooling effectively compen-
 sates for capital market imperfections,
 then a policy of compulsory education
 could generate high social payoffs, in
 addition to producing immediate gains
 in productivity.18 A policy requiring
 schooling could make the distribution
 of income more equal and lead to per-
 manently higher economic growth (Zvi
 Eckstein and Itzhak Zilcha 1994).

 Second, policies that facilitate con-
 sumption smoothing in risky environ-
 ments may positively affect on produc-
 tivity by eliminating producers' need to
 liquidate their stocks of productive as-
 sets, such as draft animals or land, at

 17 Local lenders can acquire information about
 the creditworthiness of their borrowers and the
 risks associated with the projects undertaken by
 them at relatively little cost. Their ability to dif-
 fuse risk is, however, very limited. Thus the trans-
 action costs associated with loans for agriculture
 are high (because of the high reserve ratios re-
 quired) even in the informal sector, as confirmed
 by a large number of empirical studies.

 18 One example would be to counteract the mar-
 ket imperfections with a government loan scheme
 that finances primary education on a voucher ba-
 sis. The high income elasticity of demand for edu-
 cation and health care, as demonstrated in a num-
 ber of recent studies, for example, Squire (1993),
 suggests that eliminating the constraints that pre-
 vent investment in human capital and providing
 economic opportunities to use this human capital,
 may be associated with high payoffs in terms of a
 more equitable distribution of wealth.
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 distressed-prices (Rosenzweig and Wol-
 pin 1993; Cain 1981).

 Third, allocating public expenditures
 to urban areas or large farmers who are
 politically vocal-practices that have
 been widely followed in developing
 countries-does not help the rural poor
 gain access to credit. Rather, it under-
 mines their ability to operate as family
 farmers, therefore increasing inequal-
 ity, and also reduces productivity and
 long-run growth (Valerie Bencivenga
 and Bruce Smith 1991).

 Fourth, where rural capital markets
 are highly imperfect and the distri-
 bution of wealth is unequal, a one-time
 redistribution of wealth, such as a land
 reform, may largely eliminate the need
 for distortionary redistributive policies
 later. More importantly, it may also al-
 ter the equilibrium growth path of the
 economy and lead to permanently
 higher levels of growth (Nugent 1993;
 Chatterjee 1991). This outcome is con-
 sistent with the land reform experience
 in East Asia and suggests that, despite
 the greater difficulties of carrying out
 land reform in the remaining hacienda
 systems (see Section 2.4), doing so
 would likely generate considerable so-
 cial benefits.

 Given their impact on accumulation
 processes, the welfare and equity costs
 of distortionary agricultural policies are
 likely to be very large. Why are such
 policies adopted? Why do they persist?
 Why have so many countries persist-
 ently pursued agricultural policies and
 expenditure patterns that inhibit effi-
 ciency and growth, waste natural re-
 sources, and harm large segments of
 their populations? And why have the
 people who are made worse off with
 such policies, such as small agricultural
 producers, rural workers, or consumers,
 often been unsuccessful in changing
 them? To answer these questions, we
 must consider the issues related to po-

 litical decision making and institution
 formation, depicted in the left-hand
 side of Figure 1.

 5. Political Decision Making

 We first consider whether differences
 in political regimes and decision-mak-
 ing processes can explain variations in
 policy outcomes (equation 4), indepen-
 dently of how such differences come
 about. Under ideal conditions a variety
 of political decision making processes
 can lead to efficiency- and growth-en-
 hancing policy mixes. The fact that
 many countries have not experienced
 sustained growth suggests that these
 ideal conditions have rarely been satis-
 fied. It is thus necessary to identify the
 critical deviations from ideal conditions,
 the reasons for such deviations, and
 their likely impact on policy outcomes.

 5.1 Political Regimes and
 Decision-making Processes

 Models of political decision making
 processes have been based on three
 main assumptions: a social planner
 maximizes a social welfare function, an
 autocratic ruler maximizes dynastic
 wealth, or democratic decision making
 processes make the median voter deci-
 sive. Under ideal conditions all of these
 systems can be consistent with the
 maximization of efficiency and growth
 (Deepak Lal 1993; Mancur Olson 1990;
 Squire 1993).

 The three decision rules can also be
 viewed as special cases of interest-
 group equilibria, in which where inter-
 est groups use resources to influence
 policy outcomes. Competitive lobbying
 by interest groups can, under certain
 conditions, lead to the adoption of poli-
 cies that raise output and efficiency.
 This is because such policies produce
 gains rather than deadweight costs, so
 that the groups which benefit have an
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 intrinsic advantage over those harmed
 (Gary Becker 1983, 1985).

 The first condition holds that politi-
 cians act as impartial arbitrators rather
 than self-interested players. The state is
 stable. Interest groups are predeter-
 mined and equally able to use "pressure
 production technologies" that transform
 resources (such as labor and capital)
 into political influence.

 Second, the costs of "influence pro-
 duction" (including the deadweight
 losses associated with redistributing re-
 sources) are assumed to be convex in
 the amount of resources redistributed.19
 Also, all participants have perfect infor-
 mation, and are thus fully aware of the
 increasingly distortionary effects of ad-
 ditional redistribution.

 Third, an aggregate budget constraint
 allows decision makers to increase pub-
 lic expenditures only by imposing addi-
 tional (explicit or implicit) taxes on citi-
 zens. The intuition behind this third
 condition is straightforward: if all
 groups have full knowledge of policy
 impacts and are equally capable of in-
 fluencing policies, none will agree to
 policies that increases another's utility
 without also increasing its own. They
 will agree only to the provision of pub-
 lic goods that increase aggregate wel-
 fare (for example, infrastructure or agri-
 cultural research).

 Although these ideal conditions
 rarely hold, considering them can still
 provide important information on what
 might happen if certain conditions are
 not met. For example, pressure groups
 with poor pressure production tech-

 nologies, or few resources to employ
 their technologies would clearly be
 heavily taxed. If acquiring information
 is costly and groups can spread misin-
 formation or appeal to ideologies in
 order to conceal the true effects of poli-
 cies, this could lead to the implementa-
 tion of policies that benefit politically
 powerful groups while reducing social
 output. The presence of self-interested
 politicians whose survival in office may
 depend on the short-term benefits they
 provide to vocal constituencies adds
 further complications. Thus investigat-
 ing the consequences of political pro-
 cesses under ideal conditions is unlikely
 to be useful in explaining the variations
 in agricultural policy regimes discussed
 in Section 1.1. Instead we focus on the
 differences in political environments
 within which pressure groups form and
 interact. First, we look at the factors
 which effect interest groups' abilities to
 organize politically and use informa-
 tional advantages (equation 3). We then
 turn to the political environment and its
 implications for policy outcomes (equa-
 tion 4).

 5.2 Interest Group Formation

 If interest groups cannot be taken as
 exogenously given, we need to pay at-
 tention to the factors that foster their
 formation (as indicated in the lower
 left hand quarter of Figure 1). Interest
 groups provide members with goods
 and services that have public-good char-
 acteristics, including information, mar-
 keting and other services, and lobbying
 for policies or programs favorable to
 their members. However, the provision
 of public goods is associated with a
 free-rider problem: individuals may en-
 joy benefits that they do not pay for.
 Three main factors help facilitate col-
 lective action: ease of communication
 and enforcement, clear property rights
 to economically valuable resources, and

 19 Convexity implies that deadweight losses in-
 crease more than proportionately with the amount
 transferred and that the most efficient method of
 redistribution, that is, the one generating the least
 amount of resistance, will be chosen. In a number
 of important cases this assumption does not hold,
 although-in the absence of coercion or discrimi-
 nation-the cost of redistribution is generally con-
 vex.
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 members' high educational and infor-
 mational status.

 Collective action becomes easier if
 group sizes are small, benefits concen-
 trated, communication easy, and en-
 forcement of sanctions possible at low
 cost (Olson 1971). The potential for col-
 lective action can be enhanced if, in ad-
 dition to the public good, clubs-which
 can range from neighborhood associa-
 tions to political parties-can provide
 an excludable by-product (for example,
 legal or tax advisory services, or towing
 for cars) to members and tie delivery to
 member contributions. Collective ac-
 tion can also be easier for groups
 formed on the basis of identifiable char-
 acteristics or social ties, which can cre-
 ate barriers to entry and enforce rules
 at low cost.

 Owning economically valuable re-
 sources can further effect collective ac-
 tion. Clearly, wealth increases the
 owner's ability to spend resources to at-
 tain political ends. But wealth also af-
 fects attitudes toward risk taking. If ab-
 solute risk aversion declines with
 wealth, the poor will be more risk-
 averse than the rich. Even if they enjoy
 equal potential for collective action and
 equal pressure production technologies,
 they will invest less in lobbying for any
 given reward. The poor will thus be
 taxed at higher rates than wealthier
 agents if tax rates are determined by
 democratic bargaining between income
 groups (Robert Aumann and Mordecai
 Kurz 1977).

 The risk aversion effect on taxation
 will be stronger if the poor have higher
 discount rates because of imperfect fi-
 nancial and insurance markets, and in-
 ferior risk-diversification options, for
 example, if they lack nonagricultural
 sources of income or do not have a
 strong social network. That discount
 rates vary with wealth and income has
 been confirmed experimentally for land-

 less workers and farmers in South India
 (John Pender 1992).

 The educational and informational
 status of different interest groups af-
 fects their ability to evaluate the impact
 of any given policy or program on their
 welfare. With low levels of education, it
 is difficult to detect misinformation (in
 the form of ideology or "obfuscation")
 that may be spread by other interest
 groups. High levels of education, infor-
 mational advantages, and the ability to
 appeal to popular ideologies, by con-
 trast, can greatly enhance a group's
 ability to appropriate resources for it-
 self.

 Clearly observable and distinguish-
 able group characteristics, in addition
 to furthering collective action, can fa-
 cilitate discrimination-using charac-
 teristics such as cultural identity, class,
 gender, race, or skin-color as proxies
 for economically relevant traits such as
 skills. Historically, discrimination has
 been used to create and maintain privi-
 leges for certain races and cultures, and
 to hide the real economic costs of exist-
 ing privileges.20

 The continuing importance of dis-
 crimination is confirmed by studies that
 demonstrate the existence of systematic
 wage differentials that are not related
 to relevant performance-characteristics,
 such as schooling or individual ability.
 George Psacharopoulos and Harry Pa-
 trinos (1995), for example, document
 such differentials for Brazilians of Afri-
 can origin (who make up much of the
 poor rural population of the northeast)
 and for Indian groups in several Latin
 American countries (which are over-

 20 Jennifer Roback (1990) illustrates that in
 many cases racial differences that had fallen into

 oblivion were resurrected to legitimize privileges
 that had no objective justification. George Akerlof
 (1985) shows that sorting on the basis of group
 characteristics can be dynamically stable, even if
 the key characteristics are completely unrelated to
 individuals' relevant performance attributes.
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 represented in poor peasant popula-
 tions). Observable wage differentials
 may, of course, be compounded by the
 fact that certain groups are denied
 equal access to economic opportunities,
 such as education, markets, or credit, a
 factor that could-through unequal ac-
 cess to education and its returns-lead
 to persistence of such differences across
 generations. Rural panel data from
 South India, for example, show that
 higher caste status and male gender are
 associated with better access to educa-
 tion, even after correcting for schooling
 of, and inheritance from parents (Bin-
 swanger and R. P. Singh 1994).21

 Finally, because forming interest
 groups involves costs, the evolution of
 the social and institutional environment
 should involve accumulation processes
 similar to those discussed above for
 physical capital. Theories of social capi-
 tal formation explore characteristics of
 the social and institutional environment
 formally (Steven Durlauf 1992). They
 demonstrate that initial differences in
 the quantity or quality of social capital,
 such as trust, affect the ability of group
 members to accumulate factors of pro-
 duction and can lead to stratification
 that is socially inefficient and very diffi-
 cult to reverse (Roland Benabou 1994).
 Conversely, destroying social capital
 and traditional institutions, by, for ex-
 ample, forcibly eliminating communal
 land tenure as occurred in much of
 Central America in the 1870s, may have
 long-term impacts far beyond eliminat-
 ing the risk diversification and safety-
 net functions discussed earlier.

 The importance of these factors in in-
 terest group formation has been con-
 firmed by a number of studies (Robert
 Bates 1983; Stephan Magee, William
 Brock, and Leslie Young 1989; Johan
 Swinnen and Frans van der Zee 1994).
 Bruce Gardner (1987) has quantified
 and evaluated these factors for the
 United States in an econometric frame-
 work, in order to explore the interaction
 between collective action, material con-
 ditions, and the general characteristics
 of the economic environment. Spatial
 concentration of production of a spe-
 cific commodity and lower variability of
 production (both of which reduce the
 cost of communication and organiza-
 tion) lead to greater protection. Higher
 output per producer, which would make
 it easier to form a pressure group with
 fewer members, does the same. A high
 rate of output growth, everything else
 constant, makes it more profitable to in-
 vest resources in productive rather than
 redistributive activities, and in less dis-
 tortionary policies (observations show
 that distortionary policies are less likely
 to be applied to fast-growing commodi-
 ties). Regional shifts of production cre-
 ate divergent interests between "old"
 and "new" producers, and therefore re-
 duce their ability to lobby for transfers.
 Finally, commodities that face import
 competition receive more protection
 because import tariffs or quotas do not
 require budgetary outlays or taxation of
 producers; instead, a large number of
 consumers bear the costs.

 The framework of collective action
 described above helps identify and de-
 fine the groups that would likely form
 and act collectively to influence agricul-
 tural and agrarian policies. The groups
 fall into three broad categories: agricul-
 tural producers, rural elites, and urban
 dwellers.

 Agricultural producers are separated
 by large physical distances, which

 21 In most cases wage e uations have been esti-
 mated using cross-sectional rather than panel data,
 and do not therefore correct for unobservable in-
 dividual attributes. The South Indian panel data
 enabled accounting for both unobservable fixed
 household effects, as well as correction for paren-
 tal endowment effects, and therefore represent
 stronger evidence for the persistence of discrimi-
 nation.
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 makes communication difficult, unless
 infrastructure-such as roads or tele-
 communications systems-is well devel-
 oped. Furthermore, because agricul-
 tural activities are seasonal, the
 potential for concentrated collective ac-
 tion is limited to the slow seasons.
 These limitations are most pronounced
 for peasants and other small producers
 who are widely dispersed, produce a va-
 riety of heterogeneous goods for home
 consumption and the market, are lack-
 ing education and access to infrastruc-
 ture, and lack strong social ties. Poor
 rural women are less mobile than men,
 which is important when their inter-
 ests do not coincide with those of men, as
 in the allocation of land rights. To the
 degree that small farmers are racially or
 culturally distinct from dominant
 groups, discrimination would likely fur-
 ther reduce their potential for collec-
 tive action and make them more suscep-
 tible to taxation, as illustrated by a wide
 range of historical evidence. The differ-
 ences in income and wealth generated
 by discrimination and differential accu-
 mulation of social capital in turn reduce
 the political action potential of the
 groups suffering from discrimination.

 Rural elites are able to overcome the
 disadvantages of spatial dispersion be-
 cause they are smaller in number; have
 greater wealth and education, market
 participation, and social integration;
 and have greater access to modern com-
 munications technology. Their knowl-
 edge of agricultural conditions also
 gives them an informational advantage
 relative to urban groups. If they pro-
 duce a specific (geographically concen-
 trated) commodity, they may be able to
 supply and withdraw favors. This en-
 ables them to form clubs that are poten-
 tially valuable partners for urban inter-
 est groups, even if the two groups often
 have different economic interests.

 Urban dwellers benefit from spatial

 concentration, the relative unimpor-
 tance of weather risks, and freedom
 from seasonal work cycles. Formal ur-
 ban workers, especially those who work
 for large firms or for agencies that de-
 liver public services, can use the organi-
 zational structures of their firms for col-
 lective action. They also enjoy steady
 incomes that make them less vulnerable
 to risk. They have a strong economic in-
 terest in low food prices and are able to
 organize highly visible manifestations of
 discontent, such as strikes. Informal ur-
 ban workers, by contrast, generally have
 few assets, little education, and small
 and unreliable incomes. Yet because
 they are concentrated spatially, it is still
 easier for them to mobilize than it is for
 peasants. Urban commercial and indus-
 trial elites enjoy all the advantages of
 the rural elites, but without the disad-
 vantages of spatial dispersion and co-
 variance of risk. Bureaucratic elites
 share these advantages and may also
 benefit from social ties arising from
 common class origins and educational
 experiences. Sometimes they are for-
 mally organized into administrative
 corps, further lowering their cost of or-
 ganization. In addition, they have privi-
 leged access to information and to the
 enforcement mechanisms of the state.

 5.3 Choice of Policy Instruments

 The framework under which lobbying
 can be "socially efficient," outlined by
 Becker (1983, 1985), can also help ex-
 plain the types of instruments chosen to
 redistribute resources in the political
 arena. First, it is often much easier to
 transfer resources in the political arena
 when the transfer does not involve a vis-
 ible exchange of money. Thus, politi-
 cally, it is easier to transfer resources
 through distortionary trade, pricing, or
 tax policies than through policies in-
 volving less distortionary direct pay-
 ments. That is why it has been so diffi-
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 cult to decouple income support to
 farmers and production decisions in in-
 dustrialized economies, even though di-
 rect income support would enhance
 overall welfare.22

 Second, politically motivated trans-
 fers of resources are more acceptable if
 they can be administered within exist-
 ing institutional mechanisms, rather
 than by creating new ones. The poten-
 tial to use existing organizational struc-
 tures or organizational residues to re-
 distribute resources is particularly great
 in the agricultural sector. Numerous in-
 stitutions of supply management and
 price stabilization (marketing boards or
 buffer stocks) that had been established
 during times of war or commodity price
 collapses, with the goal of ensuring food
 security or supporting producer prices,
 have subsequently been converted into
 agencies whose primary purpose shifted
 increasingly toward transferring re-
 sources to powerful lobbies (Krueger
 1992).

 Third, appealing to popular ideolo-
 gies enhances the political feasibility of
 redistributive measures.23 For example,
 in many countries redistributive mea-
 sures have been justified to attain food
 security, agricultural modernization, en-
 vironmental protection, or economies of
 scale in agricultural production. Yet in-
 numerable studies show that few poli-
 cies meant to promote food security
 actually benefit poor or hungry house-

 holds. Conversely, the use of ideologies
 enabled socialist governments to estab-
 lish state farms or collectives, and en-
 abled many capitalist governments to
 direct scarce resources toward support-
 ing large haciendas, despite consider-
 able theoretical and empirical evidence
 demonstrating the efficiency advantage
 of family farms.24

 6. The Institutional and Political
 Environment

 In this section we discuss how the in-
 sights from the previous sections can
 help us to understand the evolution of
 the institutional and political environ-
 ment (equation 3), and its impact on
 political outcomes (equation 4). We dis-
 cuss institutional economics and the
 historical literature before shifting the
 discussion to recent class based ap-
 proaches.

 6.1 Institutional Economics

 Institutional economics is concerned
 with why institutions vary so much
 across space and why they change over
 time. Institutional economics sees the
 state as a rational device created to re-
 duce the transaction costs that arose
 once economic relations became too
 complex to be handled within personal-
 ized networks of exchange (Douglass
 North 1989, 1990).25 Transaction costs

 22 A shift to overt support for farmers through
 transfer payments that are financed from the regu-
 lar budget, rather than through price policies fi-
 nanced by all consumers, may be resisted because
 it would be less regressive, falling more on higher-
 income earners who are more vocal politically.

 23 It is not clear to what extent ideas and ideologies
 are used to bring about political and policy changes,
 rather than to merely legitimize policies that would
 have been adopted anyway because of interest group
 pressure. Nor is it clear to what extent ideas and ide-
 ologies facilitate the spread of specific policy mixes
 across countries. The literature on agricultural policies
 and agrarian relations does not addess these issues.
 Further research is needed.

 24 The substantial empirical evidence assembled
 by Aleksandr Chayanov (1966), shows that the
 high productive capacity of peasant agriculture
 had no impact on the policy of collectivization of
 the Soviet Union in the late 1920s, but was instead
 suppressed. Similarly, the considerable evidence
 indicating the negative association between farm
 size and productivity generated during the 1960s
 and early 1970s (Binswanger, Deininger, and
 Feder 1995) had no influence on the agrarian
 strategies that were adopted in many Latin Ameri-
 can and southern African countries.

 25 In economies characterized by personalized
 exchange relationships, trust-based "contractual
 technofogies"rely on a dense communication net-
 work, common ideologies, and a set of rules to
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 include costs of measuring the attri-
 butes of goods or services, specifying
 the nature of exchange between parties
 (the contracting technology), and en-
 forcing contracts. The state reduces
 transaction costs by providing public
 goods, such as impersonal rules of ex-
 change and institutions that enforce
 laws.

 North points out that under certain
 material, political, and economic condi-
 tions, which form transaction cost con-
 straints, states are not established, even
 though this would be economically
 beneficial. Instead inefficient institu-
 tions are adopted. These conditions
 include barriers to collective action
 within a given social organization, high
 fixed costs and risks of establishing or
 transforming institutions, and networks
 that provide disincentives for individu-
 als or groups to adopt new rules of the
 game unless most others do the same,
 and preferences that are based on ide-
 ologies.

 Competitive constraints, which arise
 when economically powerful groups
 from inside or outside the state are able
 to contest and challenge the ruler's le-
 gitimacy and monopoly on power, may
 also lead to the establishment of subop-
 timal institutions.26 While competitive
 constraints may limit the potential for
 rulers to arbitrarily exploit their sub-
 jects, they may also give rise to anarchy
 and chaos, a weak state characterized by
 stagnation and poverty, and the dissipa-
 tion of resources rather than invest-
 ment.

 In North's framework institutional

 change is closely related to changes in
 relative prices or in ideologies that alter
 the political bargaining power of differ-
 ent groups.27 Changes in real prices oc-
 cur because of exogenous changes in
 material conditions, such as changes in
 population density, productive or mili-
 tary technology, or trade. The relative
 bargaining power of different groups
 shifts with exogenous changes by en-
 abling groups to win higher payoffs
 through recontracting, or by challeng-
 ing the fairness of existing contractual
 arrangements. Thus changes in prices
 and material conditions directly affect
 political outcomes.

 The historical material discussed in
 the next section explores these ideas in
 much greater depth, and examines the
 role of material conditions, and the im-
 pact of changes in material conditions
 on the political power of interest groups
 and class alliances.

 6.2 State Formation

 A well-functioning and stable state in
 which all interest groups are repre-
 sented and can interact freely must ex-
 ist before efficiency-enhancing policies
 can emerge. How do such states arise?
 What influences their characteristics
 (lower left hand quadrant in Figure 1)?
 In this section, we explore how material
 conditions strongly influence state and
 institutional characteristics. To under-
 stand the political economy of rural ar-
 eas it is essential to go beyond agricul-
 ture.

 Like other institutions, states are

 which all adhere. The personalized networks are
 sufficient to maintain the optimal level of eco-
 nomic activity. However, with increased volumes
 of exchange, personalized networks become less
 efficient means for economic activity and trade.

 26 The concept of competitive constraints is
 closely related to that of contestable monopoly
 (William Baumol, John Panzar, and Robert Willig
 1982).

 27 Ideology is defined as the willingness of indi-
 viduals to pay for their convictions. The relation to
 the relevant economic variables, that is, the ability
 to pay, is not drawn. This definition ignores the
 fact that ideological convictions matter little as
 long as they are not accompanied by the (eco-
 nomic) power to enforce them. Even the abolition
 of slavery, often attributed to a shift in ideology,
 occurred only when the power to enforce the new
 law became available.
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 formed because they are useful to spe-
 cific groups of economic agents. To fo-
 cus on the relationship between mate-
 rial conditions and the nature of states,
 it is useful to adopt a broad comparative
 perspective, as in Charles Tilly (1990).
 Tilly defines states as organizations that
 control the principal means of coercion
 and armed forces in a population that
 enables them to attack external and in-
 ternal rivals in order to promote the
 states' (or the ruling groups') interests,
 requisition needed resources from sub-
 jects, and ensure a minimum acceptable
 supply of food, means of production,
 and economic well-being for the peo-
 ple.

 In this framework an issue of critical
 importance is whether states acquire
 the resources necessary to function
 through extractive or through repre-
 sentative institutions. Extractive institu-
 tions rely on coercion, yield relatively
 little revenue, and, most important, Au-
 gust 5, 1997, do not encourage private
 investment-and thus do not instigate a
 virtuous cycle of growth and increased
 provision of public goods. Such virtuous
 cycles arise only where representative
 institutions, such as parliaments and
 courts that limit the power of leaders to
 arbitrarily change rules or expropriate
 resources, have been established. Then,
 strong institutions, such as secure prop-
 erty rights and impartial enforcement of
 contracts, encourage investment by pri-
 vate individuals and facilitate sustain-
 able growth.28

 What are the conditions that facilitate

 the formation of representative rather
 than extractive institutions? One recur-
 ring theme in the historical literature is
 that representative institutions were
 more likely to arise when a reasonably
 well defined and stable government was
 faced with fiscal crisis. To meet the as-
 sociated resource requirements, ruling
 groups often had little choice but to
 agree, through bargaining, to the estab-
 lishment of representative institutions
 in exchange for resources (Tilly 1990).29
 Throughout history, this has been the
 main reason representative institutions
 were created. A second issue of great
 historical relevance is that, once estab-
 lished, institutions, ideologies, or orga-
 nizational structures often acquired a
 life of their own and remained in place
 even after the groups that had created
 them or the material conditions that led
 to their formation had disappeared or
 changed. Such organizational residues
 continued to affect economic behavior
 and allocation of public resources.30

 While bargaining between interest
 groups is the decisive mode of interac-
 tion when a state exists, material condi-
 tions and factor endowments determnine
 the range of feasible production and
 military technologies, thus limiting the
 degree of specialization that is possible
 and the nature of the state that can

 28 Historically, representative institutions be-
 came important as changes in technology made
 war increasingly capital-intensive which necessi-
 tated the establishment of costly standing armies.
 Even in centralized states, such as France or Prus-
 sia, which had managed to limit the power of rep-
 resentative institutions for several centuries, rep-
 resentative institutions acquired more power with
 res pect to the crown as regular taxation, credit,
 andpayment of the national debt became essential
 for the maintenance of the armed forces.

 29 A formal description of such bargaining and
 the set of possible solutions is presented in Yoo
 Soo Hong (1987) and Stergios Skaperdas (1992).

 30An important type of such residues are institu-
 tions that had been estabhshed to cope with fiscal or
 food supply crises during times of war. Instead of be-
 ing dissolved after the war, they acquired new func-
 tions. In the industrial and developing world the ori-
 gins of a number of state institutions for maniaging
 food supplies can be traced back to the Great Depres-
 sion and World WNar II. In developing countries mar-
 keting boards and state-owned marketing organiza-
 tions for key commodities such as sugar, and a large
 number of food parastatals fall in the same category.
 The changing purpose of such institutions-from price
 stabilization, to financing of the war effort, and finally
 the continued taxation of small producers-is well-
 documented (for example, Gerald Helleiner 1966;
 Krueger 1992).
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 emerge. Three main categories can be
 distinguished: domestic, capital-inten-
 sive, and coercion-intensive societies.

 Domestic societies. These are based
 on villages and social structures that op-
 erate without or on the margins of
 states and are characterized by smooth
 and uninterrupted, but slow transitions
 to more productive forms of agriculture
 and secure individual property rights in
 land (Boserup 1965). Societies undergo-
 ing this sort of transformation were lim-
 ited to isolated areas with low agricul-
 tural or mining potential, and relatively
 low population densities. Examples in-
 clude Argentina until the nineteenth
 century, Colombia, Iceland, and Papua
 New Guinea-regions that were rela-
 tively isolated, with too few resources to
 interest foreign powers-and Jos Pla-
 teau in Nigeria or the central cantons of
 Switzerland, territories that were easy
 to defend. In all these regions low
 population densities, a lack of goods for
 export, and consequently little eco-
 nomic specialization led to the creation
 of very small political entities with little
 formal administrative structures and
 relatively egalitarian societies that re-
 mained largely outside broader eco-
 nomic or political systems.31

 Coercive societies. Coercive societies
 are characterized by low economic spe-
 cialization, low investment, and highly
 coercive political structures, led by
 either an external power or domestic

 ruling class or nobility. Coercive socie-
 ties arose where population densities
 were low, land was abundant, and popu-
 lations were spatially dispersed-and
 where a state was able to impose itself
 on local populations. Their formation
 can be explained as follows (Tilly 1990).

 First, because specialization was lim-
 ited and land was abundant, collecting
 taxes required coercion. Thus much tax
 revenue was dissipated on military ac-
 tion rather than spent on public goods
 or invested in productive enterprises.

 Second, the spatial dispersion of the
 population meant that a central ruler
 had to rely on intermediaries to collect
 taxes. The tax collectors maintained in-
 dependent armies, acquired consider-
 able power, established sizable fief-
 doms, and often amassed substantial
 wealth-at the expense of the central
 ruler who was reduced to heading a
 loose federation. A central ruler had to
 strengthen his position by increasing
 competition for or monopolizing access
 to the elite, or through central enforce-
 ment of a legal code-an option that
 was available only where loyal enforcing
 institutions, such as a bureaucratic
 corps or the military, existed.32

 Third, in areas with low population
 densities that produced goods primarily
 for export (minerals or agricultural out-
 puts) rather than for domestic con-
 sumption, it was often very difficult to
 recruit laborers. Because land was
 abundant, the native population had lit-
 tle reason to work in the mines or the
 large farms unless they could earn more
 than they could on their own farms.

 31 There are two main types of domestic socie-
 ties. Meillassoux (1981) shows that where climatic
 risk is low, such as in the subhumid and humid
 tropics, societies are relatively unstratified, com-
 posed of loosely connected family-clans. However,
 where covariate environmental risks are high, so-
 cieties have hierarchical social structures domi-
 nated by elders. In arid and semi-arid environ-
 ments the survival of households depends on grain
 storage, a task best entrusted to elders, who have
 experience evaluating the risks and consequences
 of failing to manage stores carefully and who pos-
 sess the social status to enforce decisions. Bin-
 swanger and McIntire (1987) have further ex-
 tended this analysis.

 32 In Russia the central ruler strengthened his
 position by enforcing legislation to stop individual
 Landlords from raiding each other's labor forces.
 He endorsed laws requiring the return of escaped
 laborers to the original owners, actions that would
 not normally be -a en by the producers. Given the
 prevailing labor shortage, it would have been more
 profitable for them to employ the escaped workers
 themselves.
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 Four solutions were used to solve the
 problem of labor shortages: attractive
 incentives were offered for immigration
 (Prussia, United States); slaves were
 imported on a large scale (Brazil, the
 Caribbean); indentured laborers were
 brought in from labor-abundant coun-
 tries such as India, China, and Ireland
 (United States, the Caribbean, Fiji);
 or the reservation utilities of indepen-
 dent peasant producers were reduced
 through taxation and discriminatory in-
 terventions in factor and product mar-
 kets (Kenya, South Africa, Peru).

 While the first action was not directly
 coercive, the other three-which in-
 volved measures such as taxation, limi-
 tations on economic opportunities, re-
 strictions on spatial or occupational
 mobility, or overt discrimination-de-
 pended on strong coercive power. Re-
 gardless of their form and primary pur-
 pose, the economically most important
 and lasting effect of these measures was
 their impact on the ability and incen-
 tives to accumulate physical and human
 capital. They severely reduced effi-
 ciency and productivity growth, and in
 many cases left institutional legacies
 and organizational residues that out-
 lasted the groups that had created them
 or the material conditions (such as low
 population density) that originally led
 to their introduction. 33

 For example, it has been argued that
 the Indian caste system originated to

 reduce the potential for peasants to es-
 tablish their own farms on unsettled
 land where land was abundant. The dis-
 criminatory institutional structure that
 developed remained even after popula-
 tion densities had increased, raising the
 scarcity value of land and making it pos-
 sible to collect land taxes without coer-
 cion. The caste system, along with the
 continued extraction of a large propor-
 tion of farm output from the peasantry,
 resulted in severe agricultural stagna-
 tion: yields in most of Indian agricul-
 ture in 1970 were little different from
 those of 2000 years earlier (Lal 1988).

 There are many examples of coercive
 institutions which arose in colonies
 where land was abundant, for example
 in Nigeria in the nineteenth century or
 Brazil, Prussia, Russia, and South Africa
 much earlier. To maintain control over
 widely dispersed populations, central
 rulers "co-opted landlords and clergy,
 subordinated the peasantry, built exten-
 sive bureaucracies, and stifled their
 bourgeoisie" (Tilly 1990). Not surpris-
 ingly, these colonies were characterized
 by low levels of private investment,
 relatively high levels of resource dissi-
 pated in internal power struggles, and a
 large role for the state and the military.

 Capital-intensive societies. These so-
 cieties are characterized by high levels
 of private investment and the existence
 of representative institutions, which
 often emerged through lengthy bargain-
 ing between groups of comparatively
 equal power. Examples include city-
 states, such as Venice or the Low Coun-
 tries, which initially prospered from
 cheap transport by sea and relatively
 high population densities (Tilly 1990).
 These societies obtained the bulk of
 their revenues from taxes on trade and
 achieved a relatively high degree of in-
 dependence from agriculture and land-
 lord interests. Furthermore, the rela-
 tively low cost of communication, the

 33 Community institutions often remained the
 foci of popular life and potential bases for resis-
 tance against the power elite, as long as there
 were no alternative representative institutions
 through which the elite could be held account-
 able. In both England and France the importance
 of community institutions declined once house-
 holds were able to appeal to independent national
 courts to define and enforce their property rights,
 suggesting that the development of accountable
 and predictable rules governing the exercise of
 elite power are necessary, though not always suffi-
 cient conditions for the transformation of commu-
 nity-based institutions (Magagna 1991).
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 organization of subjects into trading or-
 ganizations (guilds), and international
 competition between different trading
 centers made it difficult for the rulers
 to extract taxes and made investment in
 public goods more desirable. Estab-
 lishing representative institutions was
 by no means a smooth process, gener-
 ally involving lengthy bargaining be-
 tween rulers and subjects.34 As the
 state became increasingly dependent on
 revenues from individual entrepreneurs
 making decentralized investment deci-
 sions in increasingly integrated financial
 markets, it became perilous for rulers
 to adopt obviously growth-reducing
 policies.

 The bargaining power of subjects and
 the establishment of representative in-
 stitutions advanced greatly where a
 state's financial crisis required an im-
 mediate solution. The much-quoted
 case of the United Kingdom shows how
 this occurred (North 1989; Tilly 1990).
 For centuries neither the king, the mer-
 chant elite, nor the landlords were able
 to establish a clear supremacy of power.
 Through the concentration of commer-
 cial activity in a single location, Lon-
 don, the commercial elite established a
 strong power base. Because population
 was low-density and high dispersed
 throughout the rest of the country, the
 king depended on powerful intermedi-
 aries to collect taxes and maintain law
 and order. Given these conditions, fis-
 cal crises that brought the monarchy

 close to bankruptcy forced the king to
 concede political and legal rights to the
 landlords and merchant elites in return
 for their support, leading to the estab-
 lishment of independent institutions.35
 Once a parliament had been established
 that represented the political views of
 the three interest groups, the king lost
 his power to control redistribution, and
 thus his power to adopt growth-reduc-
 ing extractive policies. Still, while the
 bargaining between politically vocal
 groups prevented adoption of the most
 obviously efficiency-reducing forms of
 taxation, the new system did have a
 negative impact on nonelites. The peas-
 antry lacked political representation,
 paid the bulk of the taxes, and lost most
 of their land rights in the process.

 The more recent literature on policy
 reform supports the general view that
 reform attempts are most likely to be
 initiated and succeed when the state is
 facing fiscal crisis, and that efficiency-
 enhancing policies will be sustained
 only when groups that benefit from the
 policies defend them against pressure
 from groups that benefit from the alter-
 natives. Becker's model, emphasizing
 the importance of equal access to "lob-
 bying technology" by contenders as a
 precondition for constrained-efficient
 outcomes, is the counterpart of this set
 of historical findings.

 6.3 Class-relations

 Some of the most complete and in-
 sightful descriptions of the patterns
 found above are discussed in a large lit-
 erature inspired by historical material-
 ism. Within this framework of analy-
 sis, self-interested classes-defined as

 34 For example, in Genoa most of the population
 was initially excluded from the benefits of trade
 and economic development, leading to political in-
 stability, civil wars, and low growth. Exogenous
 shocks in the form of repeated foreign aggression
 triggered policy reforms that established a repre-
 sentative form of government and, through the
 separation of legislative and executive power,
 brought about greater security of property rights.
 This change led to a spurt of technological and
 organizational innovations, and rapid increases in
 trade volume that soon made the city a major eco-
 nomic power (Avner Greif 1994).

 35 In Spain, by contrast, where the colonies of-
 fered the possibility of almost unlimited resource
 extraction through repression and physical force,
 there was no pressure to prevent the emergence
 of an extremely wasteful apparatus of unproduc-
 tive bureaucrats, which eventually reduced eco-
 nomic growth directly and indirectly.
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 groups of individuals who, given their
 ownership of productive factors such as
 land, labor, and capital, behave in eco-
 nomically similar ways-are the main
 political and economic actors. The ma-
 terial determinants that govern rela-
 tions of production, surplus appropria-
 tion, and the interests and power of
 classes are described in detail, and the
 state is viewed as an instrument that
 serves the economic interests of the
 dominant classes or ruling elites. Politi-
 cal decision making mechanisms are
 used or altered by the dominant classes
 to further their economic interests. Ide-
 ology is not an independent factor but a
 policy tool.36

 The most elaborate and original ap-
 plication of a Marxist framework to ex-
 plain relations of production in agricul-
 ture at the periphery of the industrial
 world has been provided by de Janvry
 (1981). He shows how in Latin America
 class alliances led to the establishment
 of dualistic structures characterized by
 a concentration of industrial production
 on luxury goods and dependence on im-
 ports for other goods, such as capital
 and basic consumption goods. In this
 situation of economic disarticulation
 "development" was equated with mini-
 mizing labor costs, leading to regressive
 and repressive labor policies, and prole-
 tarization of labor.

 De Janvry (1981) shows how these
 patterns of development led to stagna-
 tion, impoverishment, and destruction
 of peasant and artisan spheres. These
 outcomes came about through several

 channels: the import-substitution strat-
 egy for growth depended on the import
 of capital goods and technical knowl-
 edge, which drained resources from the
 domestic economy; savings rates were
 low and the market limited, so capital
 for investment had to come from heav-
 ily taxed peasant and artisan sectors; to
 keep wages in the export sector low,
 food prices were kept low at the ex-
 pense of small domestic producers; and
 large farmers often received credit sub-
 sidies and other special benefits in-
 tended to bring about rapid technical
 change and mechanization in the "mod-
 ern" agricultural sector.

 Thus a functional dualism emerged
 between the large-scale farms and the
 small plots cultivated by farm workers
 or small landowners. These workers
 earned below-subsistence wages on the
 large farms and fulfilled their subsis-
 tence needs with output from their tiny
 farms. The two farm sectors were mutu-
 ally dependent in a single dualistic sys-
 tem.

 With population growth and mechani-
 zation (often subsidized), labor supply
 outstripped labor demand, and peasant
 households tended to disintegrate.
 Workers and peasant families migrated
 to cities in search of work, where a pro-
 tected modern sector generating large
 profits and high wages for a few coex-
 isted with a growing informal sector
 characterized by low wages. Thus func-
 tional dualism was recreated in urban
 areas.

 According to this view the main fac-
 tor influencing the pattern of develop-
 ment that prevails is whether or not the
 bourgeoisie is with or against the work-
 ing class. Where the bourgeoisie was
 weak, it joined forces with foreign capi-
 talists and the landed elite against work-
 ers, resulting in dualistic patterns of de-
 velopment. By contrast, where the
 bourgeoisie was strong, it aligned work-

 36 Most Marxist theories assume a marked di-
 chotomy between feudal and capitalist economies.
 In feudal economies surplus is expropriated
 through direct coercion or control over labor, pos-
 sibly backed up by distortionary policies. In capi-
 talist economies, by contrast, surplus can be
 expropriated even under perfectly competitive
 markets with voluntary transactions. John Roemer
 (1982) shows this to be a consequence of wealth
 inequality and credit constraints.
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 ers and peasants against the landed
 elite, leading to articulated develop-
 ment.37

 Therefore, to de Janvry, increasing
 the political participation by the poor,
 by enhancing their potential for collec-
 tive action, is key to bringing about in-
 creased efficiency and sustained and
 equitable growth. In the long run the
 only feasible way to achieve this is to
 increase the productive capacity of the
 rural population. De Janvry strongly ad-
 vocates that governments increase their
 spending on schools and health care fa-
 cilities for the rural poor, to improve
 their ability to participate in the politi-
 cal process. But the adoption of such
 "social pact" policies is itself a political
 decision. Few social pacts have survived
 in Latin America for prolonged periods
 of time.

 The Marxist analyses discussed above
 aim to explain the entire circle of eco-
 nomic and political interactions pre-
 sented in Figure 1. Yet they often fail to
 recognize sufficiently that in predomi-
 nantly capitalist systems there is a wide
 range of growth-reducing policies that
 will, in the long run, not benefit any of
 the interest groups involved in policy
 making. The resource dissipation and
 economic stagnation so prevalent in
 many developing countries is attributed
 largely to the peripheral role of these
 economies in the international division
 of labor. Little attention is paid to the
 wide range of growth-reducing policies
 that would not in the long run benefit
 any of the interest groups involved in
 policy making. This tends to divert at-
 tention away from analyzing the impact
 of the distortions and from pursuing al-
 ternative explanations of their origin.
 What needs to be better understood are
 the conditions under which rational

 pursuit of economic self-interest can
 lead to political outcomes that are detri-
 mental to growth.

 Dietrich Rueschemeyer, Evelyne
 Stephens, and John Stephens (1992),
 building on earlier work by Barrington
 Moore (1966), further explain the role
 of political coalitions in affecting policy
 outcomes. General policy outcomes are
 the result of a contest between (repres-
 sive) landlords, whose wealth resulted
 from access to cheap labor and some-
 times protection from foreign competi-
 tion, and a bourgeoisie whose interests
 were more closely aligned with broad-
 based economic growth and democratic
 development. Rueschemeyer, Stephens,
 and Stephens observe that at early
 stages of development all over the
 world, large landlords derived their
 wealth from cheap labor, the availability
 of which was assured by coercive legis-
 lation or discriminatory taxation of free
 peasants. By contrast, the bourgeoisie
 were in an ambivalent position, sup-
 porting landlords where they had origi-
 nated in a landlord-based nobility, but
 aligning with workers where they had
 not. Societies in which the bourgeoisie
 aligned with landlords were often char-
 acterized by low product diversification,
 concentration on heavy industry, and
 protection from foreign competition
 (upon which the nobility depended for
 its economic welfare). Their transition
 to democracy was often hindered by
 autocratic and dictatorial episodes. By
 contrast, societies in which landlords
 were never powerful (because of mate-
 rial conditions) were characterized by a
 relatively high degree of mobility, high
 specialization, economic growth, open-
 ness, and a smooth transition to democ-
 racy.

 In this context an authoritarian coali-
 tion comprising the state, labor-repres-
 sive landlords, and a dependent bour-
 geoisie was most likely to arise where

 37Note the similarity to the discussion of the
 capital intensive path to state formation by Tilly
 (1990).
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 economic activity was concentrated in
 agriculture and a large number of the
 high-level bureaucrats came from the
 landed class; landowners were economi-
 cally more important than the industry-
 based bourgeoisie (either because there
 were few industries or because land-
 lords owned most of them); the bour-
 geoisie was dependent on the state,
 which provided industrial protection or
 cheap credit and infrastructure; and the
 peasantry had little or no ability for po-
 litically vocal resistance or revolution
 because of material conditions, a past
 history of extractive taxation, and the
 abolition of communal institutions.

 7. The Adoption of Growth-reducing
 Policies

 In this section we return to the key
 questions that motivate this essay: what
 induces societies to adopt growth-re-
 ducing policies and why do such poli-
 cies persist? Historical analysis and the
 theory of public choice suggest that in-
 efficient policies are likely to be
 adopted when the conditions for com-
 petitive bargaining between interest
 groups are not met-an issue that is
 closely related to material conditions
 and initial endowments of specific
 groups. Here, we elaborate on this
 point and consider the importance of
 institutions and organizational residues
 for policy formulation.

 7.1 Initial Conditions

 An unequal distribution of initial en-
 dowments in environments where finan-
 cial markets are imperfect and credit is
 rationed can prevent a large proportion
 of the population from making produc-
 tive investments. In fact, a number of
 recent cross-sectional studies have
 found a robust negative relationship be-
 tween initial levels of inequality in the
 distribution of income or wealth and

 subsequent growth (Alberto Alesina and
 Dani Rodrik 1994; Torsten Persson
 and Guido Tabellini 1994; Deininger
 and Squire 1996). Several early studies
 sought to explain this relationship as re-
 sulting from an unproductive but costly
 redistribution from the rich to the poor
 which was imposed by the "median
 voter."38 However this explanation does
 not accord with the observation that the
 poor are less likely than others to par-
 ticipate in the political process and with
 the failure to find an empirical associa-
 tion between the degree of redistribu-
 tion and lower growth. Recent models
 that incorporate a richer set of empiri-
 cal regularities point to the possibility
 of multiple steady states, which are de-
 termined by a combination of initial
 conditions and endogenous institutional
 arrangements in the economy.

 Francoise Bourguignon and Thierry
 Verdier (forthcoming) develop a model
 in which political participation depends
 on the educational status of a person
 (only educated individuals can vote).
 Because of the absence of capital mar-
 kets, individuals with endowments be-
 low a minimum level will not be able to
 acquire human capital-even though it
 is privately profitable-unless they re-
 ceive an education subsidy. They will
 not therefore be able to participate in
 the political process. Educating the
 poor will always result in higher growth.
 But, educating the poor will lead to the
 ultimate loss of political control of the
 oligarchy (the class of individuals with
 the means to finance education pri-

 38 The argument is that the more unequal is the
 distribution of wealth or income, the further from
 the average will be the median voter, and the
 higher is the tax rate he approves on wealth or
 income. The higher is the tax rate, the lower are
 the incentives for the wealthy to invest in produc-
 tive activities, and thus the lower is the growth
 rate of the economy. Societies with very une ual
 distribution of wealth or income should therefore
 be characterized by high tax rates on the rich and
 low growth.
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 vately). Depending on the initial distri-
 bution of income and the size of the
 educational externality (the benefits to
 society from educating the poor), the
 steady state will involve a pure oligar-
 chy with no growth, a ruling oligarchy
 that accommodates a middle class with-
 out giving up power and moderate
 growth, or a democracy with income re-
 distribution and fast growth.

 Benabou (1994) goes one step fur-
 ther, using a stochastic growth model
 with incomplete asset markets. In his
 model the rich have more political in-
 fluence than the poor, and citizens vote
 democratically on proposed progressive
 taxation and redistribution schemes.
 Thus redistributions that would in-
 crease aggregate welfare receive less
 political support in societies with un-
 equal wealth and income distributions
 than in egalitarian societies (leading to
 further increases in inequality). Two
 stable steady states emerge, one with
 high income and wealth inequality, and
 little redistribution, and one with low
 income and wealth inequality, and
 higher redistribution. Economies with
 greater redistribution will grow faster if
 the productivity advantage from reallo-
 cating resources outweighs the distor-
 tions introduced by redistributive taxa-
 tion.

 What is common to these models is
 that initial conditions determine which
 of the feasible equilibria will be at-
 tained. Without significant exogenous
 changes in these conditions (including
 the underlying technical relationships,
 or the power structure within society),
 it is unlikely that an economy will move
 from one equilibrium to another.

 7.2 Lack of Institutions

 The importance of institutions can be
 explained in a context of self-interested
 politicians who myopically or strategi-
 cally pursue short-term goals, even

 when the resulting policies would re-
 duce long-term growth. The state's
 ability to commit to taking particular
 actions can be crucial in a strategic set-
 ting (Rodrik 1992). A weak state, which
 has little ability to enforce contracts or
 take actions, will systematically under-
 provide economically desirable public
 goods and, at the same time, undertake
 politically motivated interventions that
 are economically harmful. While all
 states may be using the same instru-
 ments, the weak state consistently
 chooses wrong policies, encouraging
 rent seeking and unproductive spending
 rather than productive investment.39

 Evidence has accumulated over the
 past decades that macroeconomic sta-
 bility, the real exchange rate, and non-
 agricultural protection are major influ-
 ences on agricultural growth (Gardner
 forthcoming; Krueger, Shiff, and Valdes
 1991). We therefore need to look at the
 types of institutions that can ensure
 macroeconomic stability and an appro-
 priate foreign exchange regime.

 A large number of empirical studies
 comparing institutions across countries
 show that the existence of independent
 central banks and mechanisms that
 ensure budgetary discipline, political
 stability, fiscal decentralization, and

 39The importance of the state is shown by the
 example of Korea, which provides subsidies to in-
 dustries. In contrast to attempts in other coun-
 tries, the subsidies have succeeded in stimulating
 roductive investment, which appears to be re-

 lated to the government's ability to base the subsi-
 dies on transparent criteria and to credibly
 threaten to withdraw them in case of noncompli-
 ance. Grabowski (1994) proposes a similar game-
 theoretic explanation, based on a game between a
 government that provides investment subsidies
 and the private sector. In his model everyone
 would be better off in the long run if the subsidies
 were invested. But, the firm with a sufficiently
 short time horizon would rather consume the sub-
 sidies and bribe government officials just enough
 to make them collaborate, leading to a net loss for
 society. In a repeated game context, the credible
 threat of immediate withdrawal of the subsidy can
 lead to a Pareto-optimal outcome.
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 free trade are generally associated with
 better economic performance, even if
 other factors are taken into account.

 The existence of independent central
 banks seems to be consistently associ-
 ated with better economic performance
 (Alex Cukierman, Steven Webb, and
 Bilin Neyapti 1992). Independent cen-
 tral banks have forced even countries of
 the Organisation of Economic Co-op-
 eration and Development (OECD) to
 adopt sounder fiscal policies (Alesina,
 Vittorio Grilli, and Gian-Maria Milesi-
 Ferretti 1993). Furthermore, institu-
 tional arrangements, such as a "no defi-
 cit carryover" rule, and expenditure
 limitations, such as those adopted in
 many states of the United States, are
 strongly correlated with more rapid-
 and less costly-adjustment to unex-
 pected fiscal deficits, such as occurred
 during the economic downturn of the
 1980s (James Poterba 1994).

 Theory also suggests that free trade
 can reduce a government's ability to
 rely on and benefit from monetary ex-
 pansion, because monetary expansion
 affects exchange rates more in open
 economies than in closed ones. A study
 looking at empirical evidence for 114
 countries found that the degree of
 openness is highly and significantly cor-
 related with lower inflation, greater po-
 litical stability, and greater indepen-
 dence of the central bank-thus also
 demonstrating the mutually reinforcing
 character of these institutions (David
 Romer 1993). The result is robust for
 different subsamples, but vanishes for a
 sample containing only OECD coun-
 tries. This breakdown suggests that
 OECD countries have other institutions
 preventing short-sightedness on the
 part of politicians.

 A system of fiscal federalism can limit
 arbitrary behavior of the central gov-
 ernment (Alessandra Casella and Bruno
 Frey 1992). Establishment of inde-

 pendent but accountable institutions
 at lower levels of government can
 strengthen the state, while at the same
 time placing limits on its ability to con-
 fiscate the wealth of its citizens by arbi-
 trarily changing the rules of the game
 (Barry Weingast 1992). The more mo-
 bile are its citizens, the more important
 is competition between different levels
 of government. But, this competition
 could be jeopardized if strong and en-
 forceable systems of accountability and
 monitoring by citizens and the central
 government are lacking, leading to
 dominance of local institutions by the
 rural elite.

 The term political stability has often
 been used to describe the presence of
 strong, impartial, and accessible institu-
 tions; an unambiguous division of power
 between different branches of govern-
 ment; and their mutual control and vigi-
 lance. Political stability promotes pri-
 vate as well as public investment.40
 Political instability will reduce private
 investment as it directly or indirectly
 threatens the security of such invest-
 ment. The empirical evidence contains
 many examples of the close relationship
 between political instability, low private
 investment, and low growth (Sebastian
 Edwards and Tabellini 1991; Edwards
 1994).

 Political instability would also likely
 affect the nature of public investment.
 In strong states rulers can invest in pub-
 lic goods that enhance growth. In weak
 states, the lack of broad popular sup-
 port and the inability to hold on to
 power indefinitely shortens the rulers'
 time horizons and forces them to re-
 distribute resources as bribes to poten-
 tial contenders (Terry Moe 1990;
 Ronald Wintrobe 1990). Redistributing

 40 Political stability is a necessary, but not suffi-
 cient condition for economic growth. There are
 many examples of stable, but repressive states,
 which failed to promote investment or growth.
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 resources may eventually require more
 revenue than can be sustainably ex-
 tracted from the farm sector, causing
 small farmers to revert to subsistence
 production (or the informal urban labor
 market), and outputs and tax revenue to
 fall. Additionally, the policies may lead
 to a collapse of foreign exchange re-
 serves needed to purchase imported in-
 puts for agriculture and manufacturing,
 leaving the state with crises of fiscal
 revenue, foreign exchange, and domes-
 tic output. Empirical studies have found
 some evidence that government weak-
 ness played an important role in the ac-
 cumulation of foreign debt in many
 countries during in the 1980s (Sule
 Ozler and Tabellini 1991) and that low
 growth and political instability are mu-
 tually reinforcing (Alesina et al. 1992).

 Many developing countries inherited
 institutions that benefit ruling groups at
 the expense of large portions of the
 population. The resources available to
 the elite-natural resources, rents,
 revenues from commodity exports, and,
 often, outside economic and military as-
 sistance-helped maintain productivity-
 reducing policy regimes for prolonged
 periods of time and eliminated the
 budget constraint that is critical for the
 attainment of optimal policy outcomes.
 This outflow made political leadership
 a highly desired source of patronage
 and led to the dissipation of resources
 on a grand scale through rent seeking.
 In such situations, domestic interest
 groups may fiercely resist the estab-
 lishment of independent institutions,
 such as judiciaries and independent
 central banks.

 8. Policy Change

 How, and under what conditions, can
 policies that facilitate growth and re-
 duce inequality and poverty (equation
 4) be enacted and sustained? Experi-

 ence suggests that external shocks do
 not generally trigger or lead to the
 maintenance of major growth-enhanc-
 ing policy reforms. Nor does internal
 revolt. However, if exogenous shocks
 lead to a fiscal crisis of the state, then
 the resulting changes in the bargain-
 ing position of groups can provide the
 opportunities to initiate reform and
 establish institutions that-possibly
 irreversibly-change the character of
 subsequent political interaction be-
 tween interest groups.

 8.1 Exogenous Shocks

 The impact of exogenous shocks de-
 pends critically on the fiscal position of
 the state and the institutional and po-
 litical environment. On the one hand,
 the state may wish to compensate
 groups that are hurt as a result of the
 shock (Magee, Brock, and Young 1989).
 On the other hand, negative shocks may
 reduce the state's ability to provide
 compensation, thus decreasing the pay-
 off to redistribution and providing an
 opportunity for comprehensive policy
 reform (Allan Drazen and Grilli 1993).
 The outcome depends on the state's
 overall fiscal capacity. A government
 with liquid assets and an unrestricted
 ability to borrow can compensate small
 groups hurt by adverse shocks or, con-
 versely, initiate redistributive policies
 in response to positive shocks. But, a
 government without such resources may
 be forced to undertake policy reform.

 It is not surprising that external
 shocks, such as changes in the terms of
 trade or the cost of borrowing in inter-
 national markets, result in unpre-
 dictable outcomes. An external shock
 will have differential impacts on indi-
 vidual interest groups, depending on
 the nature of the shock and the country
 affected. Interest groups will agree to
 changes only when the result of the
 change would be better than the alter-
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 natives. Thus even when reforms would
 enhance aggregate efficiency, they may
 be delayed if they are not acceptable to
 certain interest groups (Alesina and
 Drazen 1991). Inequality in income,
 wealth, or composition of assets may
 provide opportunities to some groups to
 hold out in the process of reform and
 impose the cost of adjustment on others
 (for example, holders of wealth may
 shift assets abroad to avoid an inflation-
 ary tax, an option not available to all).
 In highly polarized societies, the rich
 may be able to wait until the poor are
 willing to shoulder most of the burdens
 associated with reform.

 This model can also explain other be-
 haviors of individual economic agents or
 interest groups. An industry hurt by an
 adverse shock will decide to lobby for
 compensation-rather than adjust-if it
 expects politicians to react favorably to
 the request. The expectations of the in-
 dustry will depend on the past history
 of awarding protection to specific sec-
 tors, in addition to the state's aggregate
 fiscal capacity (S. Lael Brainard and
 Verdier 1994).

 The effect of the population collapse
 that occurred with the Black Death
 shows how identical exogenous shocks
 can have highly varied impacts. This ca-
 tastrophe, which killed between one-
 third and one-half of the population in
 Western Europe between 1350 and
 1500 (most seriously between 1347-51),
 led to an improvement of peasant rights
 in the western zone of Europe, but to a
 second serfdom and reduction of peas-
 ant rights in the eastern zone (for exam-
 ple, Poland and the former East Ger-
 many). R. Brenner (1977) was the first
 to suggest that differences in the insti-
 tutional environments of the two re-
 gions may have led to the different out-
 comes. The western zone, which was
 more densely populated, was charac-
 terized by strong village institutions

 that developed to protect and regulate
 village commons, and provided peasants
 with bargaining power to establish
 rents, the ability to enforce rights of in-
 heritance, and the right to elect village
 mayors and priests. These institutions
 were independent of state control and
 could defend their rights against in-
 cursions by landlords. By contrast, the
 degree of centralization, the strong
 leadership of landlords, an absence of
 common lands, and little tradition of
 protecting rights of peasants.

 Evidence contradicts the hypothesis
 that external shocks, on their own,
 bring about growth-enhancing policy re-
 forms. Positive external shocks often
 did not lead to an improvement in the
 fiscal position of governments. Where
 governments, rather than private entre-
 preneurs, unexpectedly gained access to
 large amounts of export revenues, they
 were often unable to either save the
 revenue inflows for use when the condi-
 tions returned to normal or to resist po-
 litical pressure for redistribution.41
 Some countries experiencing commod-
 ity booms went on spending binges that,
 in political environments characterized
 by clientelism and lack of planning ca-
 pacity, did not increase the long-term
 productive capacity of the economy.
 Often, the exchange rate appreciation
 that accompanied the commodity boom
 (Dutch disease) and government spend-
 ing hurt agricultural producers, increas-
 ing polarization rather than reducing it.
 Cross-country evidence clearly shows
 that in the vast majority of cases com-
 modity booms reinforced preexisting
 social, political, and economic divisions
 rather than reducing or eliminating

 41 The only examples where such a result was at
 least partly achieved are cases in which the foreign
 exchange revenues partly accrued to private or-
 ganizations such as the coffee growers' association
 in Colombia (Mauricio Cardenas and Adriana Pon-
 t6n 1995), or in Kenya (David Bevan, Paul Collier,
 and Jan Gunning 1993).
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 them (Ian Little et al. 1993). In re-
 sponse to negative shocks occurring
 later, governments often imposed im-
 port restrictions as they tried to pro-
 tect the import substitution industries
 founded during the boom (and possibly
 the ruling party's power base)-a goal
 that prevented them from devaluing the
 currency. These policies generally hurt
 the tradeable sectors (including agricul-
 ture), worsened existing social inequi-
 ties, and set in motion further rent
 seeking efforts and pressures for higher
 deficits.

 Empirical and historical studies show
 that when external shocks trigger or ag-
 gravate a fiscal crisis, changes in the in-
 stitutional and policy environment often
 result. A fiscal crisis makes the aggre-
 gate budget constraint more binding,
 reducing the potential for obfuscation
 and other forms of misinformation, and
 increasing the bargaining power of
 groups that have access to resources or
 information. However, reform efforts,
 once initiated, may not be sustained.

 A fiscal crisis can make it impossible
 for those in power to buy off or sup-
 press an emerging alternative coalition.
 Historically, state financial distress, a
 high degree of intra-elite competition,
 and a potential for mass mobilization
 have been identified as important pre-
 conditions of reform (Jack Goldstone
 1991).42 Most developing-country re-
 forms were initiated in response to de-
 teriorating economic conditions, such as
 balance of payment crises, inflation,
 capital flight, and the obvious failure of
 the state to provide the social services
 or favors demanded by politically influ-
 ential groups (Bates and Krueger 1993).
 By contrast, reform has often been
 avoided, or stabilization plans aban-

 doned, where there were alternative
 ways to avert crises, such as by increas-
 ing taxation of politically powerless
 groups or by exploiting and selling natu-
 ral resources. This is in line with the
 importance of fiscal crises in eliminat-
 ing well established interest group
 equilibria, as emphasized by Olson
 (1993) and recently confirmed empiri-
 cally by Dan Ben-David and David Pa-
 pell (1995).

 8.2 Revolt

 Exogenous shocks and resulting fiscal
 crises can trigger revolt. But revolt may
 also occur independently, as illustrated
 by a number of theoretical models that
 focus mainly on the use of revolt, or the
 threat of revolt, in a bargaining game
 between interest groups. Peasants who
 are disadvantaged by existing policies
 are unlikely to initiate revolt without
 strong coalition partners. Even if suc-
 cessful in achieving immediate de-
 mands, peasant revolts have rarely
 brought about lasting reforms and im-
 provements in peasant welfare.43

 Successful peasant revolts occurred
 only when the state was weak or in fis-
 cal crisis, making it difficult for rulers
 to co-opt the revolutionaries and their

 42 The endogeneity of these variables, which
 may be related to lack of economic growth and a
 high degree of unproductive activity, is not explic-
 itly considered.

 43 Revolt may take many forms, from passive re-
 sistance and small scale violence to massive rebel-
 lions. Persons or groups harmed by existing poli-
 cies often engage in passive or small scale active
 resistance by (Scott 1985). The theoretical litera-
 ture has recently explored these activities. If the
 poor do not have the ability to expropriate re-
 sources from the wealthy through the ballot box,
 they may try to obtain resources by pilfering and
 other kinds of extralegal expropriative activities. If
 the marginal return to banditry exceeds the mar-
 ginal return to wage employment, landlords would
 favor distributing just the quantity of land needed
 to prevent peasants from engaging in banditry
 (Herschel Grossman 1994). This may explain why
 in some countries, land reform was undertaken
 only after more coercive means to ensure peace
 were no longer feasible. A similar Nash "equilib-
 rium path of land reform"can be derived by treat-
 ing the power of landlords and peasants as exo-
 genously given (Andrew Horowitz 1993).
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 coalition partners through concessions,
 and making it possible for peasants to
 enlist powerful allies inside or outside
 the state apparatus, in particular those
 with financial and military resources to
 support their cause. Revolts were also
 more likely where the state had at-
 tacked peasants' collective identity,
 where revolutionary leaders had prom-
 ised tangible improvements and ad-
 dressed specific grievances, where the
 potential benefits or the probability of
 success were high, and where other ave-
 nues of political articulation (or co-op-
 tation of a part of the peasantry) were
 not available (Tilly 1990).44

 Even if numerically superior, peas-
 ants' low potential for collective action
 makes it virtually impossible for their
 revolts to succeed without militarily
 powerful coalition partners. Such a co-
 alition enables urban-based revolution-
 aries-who appreciate the access to
 food and the local knowledge of places
 to serve as a hideouts-to harness peas-
 ant discontent through promises or co-
 ercion (Norma Kriger 1992; Robin Pal-
 mer 1977). Most revolutionaries,
 therefore, supported programs that se-
 lectively met peasants' demands, such
 as those providing access to land or
 eliminating legal discrimination. Addi-
 tionally, states seeking to quiet peasant
 unrest adopted such programs.

 Rural discontent can, even without
 the threat of major revolt, cause power-

 ful groups to undertake limited reform
 and accept the associated loss of some
 resources. However, such reforms are
 not necessarily socially beneficial, as is
 clearly illustrated by the failures of
 poorly designed land reform programs
 and the modernization of hacienda sys-
 tems in reaction to the threat of massive
 peasant unrest in the early 1960s in
 many Latin American countries (de Jan-
 vry and Sadoulet 1990).

 Peasants' lack of potential for collec-
 tive action appears to be responsible for
 the almost universal failure of revolts to
 improve their welfare, even in cases
 where the revolts succeed and are char-
 acterized by strong peasant participa-
 tion. There are numerous cases of mea-
 sures being enacted after a revolt which
 directly favored the urban against the
 rural population (Nicaragua), settled
 political cronies on marginal lands but
 provided little more than promises for
 the rest (Zimbabwe), or simply avoided
 distributing land to individual farmers
 because doing so would conflict with
 the ideological goals of the state
 (Cuba). Because these measures were
 often associated with large inefficien-
 cies-by forcing agriculture onto an ex-
 cessively capital-intensive path or by
 collectivizing farms-they did not in-
 crease the stability of the post-revolu-
 tionary systems.

 8.3 Factors That Enhance
 Sustainability of Reforms

 While a fiscal crisis is usually neces-
 sary for initiating reform, a politically
 vocal coalition supporting reform is
 necessary to ensure that reform is dura-
 ble and successful. Sustained improve-
 ments in policy outcomes appear to
 have been limited to situations in which
 the fiscal crisis led to the formation of
 institutions that allowed the participa-
 tion of more groups in the political pro-
 cess or increased individuals' ability to

 44Elimination of the traditional insurance and
 judicial methods practiced in communal systems
 appears to be at the root of many peasant revolts
 in the history of industrial and developing coun-
 tries alike. Threats to communal tenure and peas-
 ants' right to elect the village mayor and priest
 were a key issue in the German Bauernkrieg. In
 this case, the other conditions for revolt were sat-
 isfied as well: other avenues had been tried unsuc-
 cessfully, the traditional establishment was in fi-
 nancial crisis, its ideological basis was weakened
 by the Protestant Reformation, and there was a
 potential for tangible improvement in the material
 situation of the average peasant (Magagna 1991).
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 demand enforcement of rules. In the
 context of fiscal crises technical advice,
 assistance that helps specific interest
 groups articulate their demands politi-
 cally, and provision of resources by out-
 side agents can strongly affect the out-
 come of the reform process. Reforms
 are more sustainable when the out-
 comes are viewed as fair, rather than
 being challenged by losers.

 Character of supporting coalition.
 The durability of reform requires the
 support of a coalition of groups benefit-
 ting from reform. Building coalitions is
 easier if the distortions associated with
 earlier policies are large or groups
 benefitting from earlier policies are
 weakened, a range of feasible policy op-
 tions is available, the state has suffi-
 cient technical and administrative ca-
 pacity, and the reform effort is credible
 (Stephan Haggard and Robert Kaufman
 1992).

 The creation and strengthening of a
 coalition supporting reform appears
 critical to ensuring success. Where po-
 tential beneficiaries are not sufficiently
 organized politically or where there is
 little policy dialogue that allows the
 government to explain and fine-tune its
 policies, reform programs often encoun-
 ter great difficulties. Increased political
 representation is particularly important
 where the beneficiaries of reform are
 peasants or small traders who are dis-
 persed and have little political voice.

 Institutions supporting fiscal disci-
 pline. Ability to exercise strong central
 fiscal control, through the central bank
 and the ministry of finance is critical to
 maintaining budgetary discipline, keep-
 ing inflation down, and preventing spe-
 cial interest groups from undermining
 reform efforts.45 For a number of rea-

 sons, the ability to exert such control is
 greatly enhanced if reform is under-
 taken swiftly. First, rapid action is likely
 to return economies to a growth path
 faster; step-wise implementation of re-
 form can be justified on economic
 grounds only if rapid action risks back-
 lash and policy reversal (Shang-Jin Wei
 1993). Second, quick implementation of
 reform allows an incoming government
 to use honeymoon periods and signal its
 commitment, which enhance its credi-
 bility (Rodrik 1989). Third, where re-
 forms are implemented quickly, oppor-
 tunities for interest groups to organize
 in opposition are minimized.

 International support can make re-
 form efforts more credible and provide
 access to international credit and tech-
 nical assistance (Julio Santaella 1993).
 However, the availability of interna-
 tional finance can also delay stabiliza-
 tion, for example, by propping up an
 unsustainable regime. In highly polar-
 ized countries an important side effect
 of external assistance may be the initia-
 tion of a comprehensive policy dialogue
 that includes the opposition (Haggard
 and Kaufman 1994).

 Analytical capacity. In many reform
 efforts analytical capacity, often pro-
 vided by technocrats in enclaves iso-
 lated from political pressures, is indis-
 pensable for analyzing the current
 economic situation, providing techni-
 cally sound solutions, and ensuring con-
 tinuous adherence to the reform effort.
 A necessary technical condition for the
 ability to exercise fiscal control is that
 basic information on the economic situ-
 ation is available and that the incentive
 structures in the bureaucracy ensure

 45 Experience does not confirm the conventional
 wisdom that military regimes have an advantage in
 exercising such control. The cases (Argentina, Bra-
 zil, Nigeria) where populist or ethnic cleavages

 frustrated military and civilian governments alike,
 as well as examples presented in the literature on
 the coup-trap CJohn Londregan and Keith Poole
 1990), caution against such a romantic view of
 strong leadership.
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 impartial implementation.46 Combining
 macroeconomic stabilization, which
 produces large gains, with trade liber-
 alization, in which most of the social
 gain comes at the expense of well-de-
 fined interest groups, has made policy
 reforms much more acceptable to citi-
 zens (Rodrik 1992).

 Because policy reform presents risks
 for some individuals and groups, an im-
 portant issue is the provision of social
 safety nets.47 Providing a basic level of
 insurance for losers greatly increases
 political support for reforms.48 Barry
 Eichengreen (1992) argues that the
 presence of social safety nets and in-
 vestments that improved citizens' ac-
 cess to education and health facilities
 were instrumental in bringing about a
 social consensus during the reconstruc-
 tion in Western Europe after World

 War II. The existence of social safety
 nets weakened support for nationalist
 forces, prevented conflict between
 groups with long-standing animosity,
 and led to rapid economic growth.49

 The process of reforming agricultural
 policies has accelerated in the 1990s
 in the developing world. The triggers
 have been fiscal crises. Enhanced in-
 ternational support through the Gen-
 eral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
 (GATT) negotiations, from the World
 Trade Organization (WTO), and from
 the World Bank and bilateral donors
 has also been important. Still, reforms
 of agricultural and agrarian policies
 have often lagged well behind general
 macroeconomic reforms and structural
 adjustment.

 A recent study of six developing
 countries, chosen because of their com-
 mitment to agricultural policy reform in
 the 1980s and early 1990s, shows just
 how difficult the reform process has
 been and how incomplete it remains
 (Gardner forthcoming).50 This result is
 not surprising: distortionary agricultural
 and agrarian policies are often fully
 consistent with underlying material con-
 ditions and the prevailing features of
 the political environment. They are fre-
 quently linked to organizational resi-
 dues, such as commodity boards, para-
 statals, or collective farms. Their elimination
 and overall agrarian reform would benefit

 46 If policy reform requires significant realloca-
 tion of factors across industries, it is essential that
 the financial system functions well. For Sri Lanka,
 Premachandra Athukorala and Sarath Rajapatirana
 (1993) show that financial sector policies sup-
 ported the beneficial effects of trade liberalization
 on both the demand and supply sides. On the de-
 mand side, attractive returns on financial assets
 encouraged people to save their increased incomes
 rather than spend it on nontradeables-which oth-
 erwise would have led to premature appreciation
 of the real exchange rate and undermined the
 competitiveness of the tradable sector. On the
 supply side, increased savings provided funds to
 invest in the export sector-as indicated by the
 increasing credit flows to small enterprises.

 47 Daniel Hardy (1992) argues that lack of social
 safety nets is the main reason for governments'
 inability to close obsolete and inefficient state-
 owned enterprises. In many of the transforming
 economies state enterprises are the sole institu-
 tions reaching the poor. This issue is even more
 important where state-owned enterprises recog-
 nize their significance and behave strategically.

 48 Concerning the potential importance of insur-
 ance, Raquel Fernandez and Rodrik (1991) dem-
 onstrate that because the beneficiaries of reform
 cannot be known ex ante, efficiency-enhancing re-
 forms may not be adopted. Once reforms have
 been adopted, the uncertainty is resolved. This
 can explain why reforms undertaken by autocratic
 regimes (Pinochet in Chile) may survive even
 when the countries adopt democratic political re-
 gimes.

 49 Eichengreen (1992) argues that the most im-
 portant impact of the Marshall Plan for Western
 Europe was that it facilitated a social pact and
 reduced the political instability that had caused in-
 dividuals to "hoard commodities and withhold
 effort."This provision of safety nets not only facili-
 tated economic stability, allowed governments to
 balance budgets, and removed the danger of con-
 fiscatory taxation that had caused potential inves-
 tors to wait, but also provided critical support for
 proponents of a more market-oriented, rather than
 command-driven economic approach

 50 The countries were Chile, Ghana, Honduras,
 Indonesia, Madagascar, and Mexico. The study
 also included New Zealand, an OECD country,
 and Hungary, an economy in transition.
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 groups who hiave poor potential for col-
 lective action and who are hard to in-
 clude in postreform coalitions, such as
 peasants, the landless, or dispersed con-
 sumers. Both governments and benefi-

 ciaries have linited analytical capacity
 to evaluate the economic impact of re-
 form. And the real impact of policies is
 easy to obfuscate.

 8.4 Fromn Taxation to Protection:
 Is Agriculture a Special Case?

 A paradox that needs to be resolved is
 why countries of Western Europe, Ja-
 pan, Korea, and Taiwan have, during
 the past 50 years, enjoyed rapid indus-
 trial and agricultural growth and dra-
 matic reductions in rural poverty.
 Farms that rely primarily on the labor
 and management of owner-operators
 dominate their agricultural sectors. Ag-
 ricultural output has risen dramatically
 in these countries in response to high
 real prices (usually above world market
 levels) and other supports, turning most
 of the countries from net importers into
 net exporters. Countries with the least
 comparative advantage in agriculture,
 such as Japan, Norway, and Switzerland,
 have supported agriculture the most.
 The agricultural policies of these coun-
 tries have beeni modestly successful in
 supporting rural inicomes, but they have
 been costly to consumers and the state.

 The shift of these Western European
 and East Asian countries to greater and
 greater agricultural protection during
 the second half of the twentieth century
 illustrates how the elements and pro-
 cesses discussed in this paper can illu-
 lninate complex political processes.51
 At the conclusion of World War II
 countries were left with a great number

 and variety of policies, programs, and
 organizational residues put into place to
 manage food and agricultural raw mate-
 rials during the war. These could read-
 ily be put to different uses such as agri-
 cultural protection and income support.

 The land reforms implemented in Ja-
 pan, Taiwan, and Korea led to rapid
 growth in agricultural output and rural
 incomes. In all of the countries rising
 urban productivity and incomes in-
 creased the opportunity cost of farming,
 and encouraged workers to migrate
 from rural areas to cities. Reduced
 numbers of rural dwellers and rising in-
 comes increased the collective action
 potential of rural groups in general.
 Greater commercialization and speciali-
 zation of farming increased the col-
 lective action potential of narrowly
 focused commodity-based groups. Rural-
 urban migration reduced the number of
 farmers, but did not diminish the politi-
 cal representation of rural areas, be-
 cause voting rules were not adjusted to
 fully reflect changes in population dis-
 tribution.

 The commodity price boom brought
 about by the Korean War strengthened
 the resolve of governments to maintain
 the security of national food supplies,
 further boosting the political power of
 farmers. The food shortages of the early
 1970s similarly spurred countries to
 adopt policies to ensure national food
 supplies. Many of the policies initiated
 during these years remain in place today.

 In recent years attempts to reduce
 the distortions of farm policies have led
 to adjustments in the Common Agricul-
 tural Policy of the European Union and
 the inclusion of agriculture in the
 framework of the World Trade Organi-
 zation. An in-depth analysis of the fac-
 tors contributing to these changes
 would be one important way of testing
 the empirical usefulness of the princi-
 ples outlined above. There seems to be

 5 A number of articles reviewed here (for exam-
 ple, Kym Anderson and Hayimi 1986) have em-
 phasized that maniy of the factors that have been
 discussed in this review have been very relevant in
 explaining the transition to higher production.
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 a consensus that the two main factors
 responsible for this change have been
 fiscal considerations (Gardner forth-
 coming) and the establishment of inter-
 national institutions, such as the GATT
 and the WTO, which linked liberaliza-
 tion of agriculture to freer trade in
 other commodities.

 9. Main Implications

 In this section we discuss implica-
 tions under three headings. First, we
 ask what are the key regularities, and
 how can they be explained better with
 the theories and empirical evidence as-
 sembled in this essay? We then discuss
 how the systematic introduction of
 these elements would change the appro-
 priate policies for agricultural develop-
 ment and agrarian relations. We con-
 clude the essay with suggestions on how
 to further improve knowledge in this
 area through theoretical and applied re-
 search.

 9.1 Elements and Regularities
 with Explanatory Power

 The review of the literature shows
 that the political outcomes-which in-
 fluence agrarian relations and deter-
 mine agricultural taxation, subsidiza-
 tion, and the provision of public
 goods-result from political bargaining
 between interest groups, which usually
 takes place within an economy-wide
 budget constraint. The decisions
 reached through bargaining are more
 likely to be efficiency- and growth-en-
 hancing when equally powerful interest
 groups, which are aware of the aggre-
 gate government budget constraint and
 know the economic implications of
 different policy options, participate;
 and when impartial institutions facili-
 tate participation of all groups in eco-
 nomic and political activities, and en-
 force decisions. The greater is the

 deviation from these conditions, the
 greater is the potential for efficiency-
 reducing outcomes. In addition, the
 costs will fall disproportionately on po-
 litically underrepresented or powerless
 groups. The differences in the potential
 for collective action and the degree of
 political articulation among groups in-
 volved in bargaining about agricultural
 and agrarian policies is particularly
 striking.

 Peasants' potential for collective ac-
 tion. Clearly, if other markets are func-
 tioning reasonably well, organization of
 agricultural production in owner-oper-
 ated family farms would maximize pro-
 duction efficiency. Paradoxically, these
 family farmers are very unlikely to act
 collectively. The material conditions of
 agricultural production-spatial disper-
 sion, seasonal work cycles, covariance of
 risk, and the associate market iinperfec-
 tions under which family farmers oper-
 ate-make it difficult for them to act
 collectively and to be aware of the im-
 plications of different policy options.
 This difficulty also limits their ability to
 use ideas, ideologies, and information
 and misinformation to their advantage.
 The low potential for collective action
 among poor peasants explains why many
 inefficient policy regimes persist. It also
 explains the striking inability of peas-
 ants to initiate revolts in the absence of
 a non-rural coalition partner, and to
 transform successful revolts into lasting
 political change.

 Rural elites' potential for collective
 action. On the other hand, rural
 elites-whether nobility or large-farmer
 interest groups-have very high collec-
 tive action potential, as experience in
 both industrial and developing coun-
 tries demonstrates. Rural elites have
 often been able to secure privileges and
 avoid taxation, while small family opera-
 tors have not been able to do so. And
 when fiscal crises, food supply emer-
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 gencies, or threats of peasant revolts
 forced the state to implement reforms,
 rural elites were frequently able to pre-
 serve their privileges. For example, ru-
 ral elites were often able to steer poli-
 cies and programs meant to increase
 rural productivity into capital-intensive
 investment programs for large farms,
 thus perpetuating inequality and inef-
 ficiency. Where urban groups im-
 plemented low food price policies,
 programs to compensate farmers bene-
 fitted rural elites almost exclusively, to
 the detriment of rural growth and the
 rural poor.

 Variations in material conditions.
 Such variations in agriculture over
 space and time, and in the associated
 imperfections in financial, insurance,
 and land markets have powerful impacts
 not only on economic outcomes and ac-
 cumulation processes, but also on the
 political and institutional environment
 and a broad range of political outcomes.
 Population density, in particular, has
 been used as an explanatory variable in
 many sections of this paper. Material
 conditions do change, although slowly,
 through accumulation processes. While
 the government's ability to alter the un-
 derlying material conditions is therefore
 limited, there are many examples of
 how central government-financing of
 basic health, nutrition, infrastructure,
 research and extension, and services
 can reduce the impact of spacial disper-
 sion, covariance of risk, and lack of
 knowledge-and enhance growth and
 diversification of rural activity. In the
 process many of the market imperfec-
 tions so prevalent in rural areas of low-
 income countries are reduced.

 Institutional and political environ-
 ment provides incentives to individuals
 and groups to invest, accumulate, and
 engage in political activity. In particu-
 lar, the presence or absence of clearly
 defined rights to own or use property,

 and of independent institutions affects
 the propensity and ability of different
 groups to engage in political bargaining
 and rent seeking, rather than in produc-
 tive activities. While in the long run the
 features of the institutional and politi-
 cal environment are endogenous, they
 also embody organizational residues,
 which, at any given time, have indepen-
 dent impacts on the bargaining pro-
 cesses that determine political out-
 comes.

 The negative impacts of inequality.
 The literature reviewed here indicates
 that in environments characterized by
 imperfections in financial and insurance
 markets, income inequality may help
 perpetuate poverty and dualistic devel-
 opment. Credit rationing, imperfect in-
 surance and land markets, and the
 lumpiness of investments prevalent in
 rural areas limit the ability of the poor
 to acquire land, draft animals, machin-
 ery, and other equipment required to
 operate even small farms. The same
 conditions often force poor people to
 liquidate stocks of productive capital in
 times of distress.

 Income inequality may also increase
 the likelihood that governments will
 adopt policies and programs that reduce
 efficiency. There are three main rea-
 sons why. First, inequality reduces the
 participation of the poor in political
 processes, both directly and indirectly.
 This, in turn, reduces the likelihood
 that the poor have access to education
 and health care services, and other
 services that would contribute to
 growth. Inequality may hinder the es-
 tablishment of independent and impar-
 tial institutions, and the enforcement of
 binding rules, because these might re-
 duce the benefits of the privileged. In-
 equality makes it easier for the wealthy
 to hold out in political bargaining,
 either directly or through capital flight.
 It therefore makes it more difficult
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 for societies to respond quickly and
 optimally to external shocks, rather
 than adopting growth-reducing policies,
 which, nonetheless, protect the privi-
 leges of the wealthy.

 External shocks, the fiscal position of
 the state, and policy change. The his-
 torical and institutional economics lit-
 erature shows clearly how fiscal crises
 of the state-often triggered or aggra-
 vated by an external shock-frequently
 bring about lasting changes in policies
 and institutions. Fiscal crises, under
 certain conditions, force the state to de-
 volve some of its power to independent
 institutions in exchange for financial as-
 sistance to meet its immediate needs.
 This devolution may give rise to inde-
 pendent legal, political, and economic
 institutions, which subsequently have
 positive impacts on policy choices and
 growth.

 External shocks such as changes in
 the terms of trade can have widely var-
 ied impacts, depending on the material
 and political environment, and depend-
 ing on the fiscal position of the state. In
 the event of negative exogenous shocks
 the state may attempt to compensate in-
 fluential coalition partners. If the state
 has sufficient cash reserves or access to
 credit, it is able to assist them through
 the use of borrowing or temporary and
 relatively nondistortionary transfers
 from fiscal resources. If, on the other
 hand, the government is in financial dif-
 ficulty, it may provide compensation by
 introducing distortions that have no fis-
 cal cost-for example, by allocating
 large tracts of frontier land or restrict-
 ing the importation of goods competing
 with those produced by coalition mem-
 bers. People who are not members of
 the coalition pay the costs. Positive ex-
 ternal shocks can also have negative
 consequences. If a government has dif-
 ficulty saving the temporary inflow, in-
 come inequality is likely to rise, which

 may increase the country's economic
 and political vulnerability to negative
 shocks.

 Finally, under certain conditions the
 political and economic reforms brought
 about in response to a fiscal crisis may
 not be stable. Policy reversals are most
 likely to occur when the state has in-
 sufficient means to finance growth-en-
 hancing public goods, social safety nets,
 and transfers to politically articulated
 groups to reinforce support for reform.
 Paradoxically, therefore, a fiscal crisis,
 the main initiator of reform, may also
 ultimately mean that the reforms can-
 not be sustained. Rapid restoration of

 fiscal balance following the fiscal crisis,
 and renewed access to international
 credit markets, are therefore likely to
 be key to producing lasting reform.

 External alliances. Because of the im-
 portance of fiscal crises in triggering re-
 form and because of the critical need
 for access to fiscal resources to sustain
 reform, external firms, international or-
 ganizations, or foreign governments
 that provide financial resources, mili-
 tary hardware, or food to states in fiscal
 crisis have exceptional leverage in shap-
 ing policy. Whether they encourage the
 adoption of growth-enhancing and pov-
 erty-reducing policy changes depends
 on their motives and wisdom of those
 providing the assistance.

 9.2 Policy Advice When Policies,
 Organizations, and Institutions
 Are Endogenous

 Economists and international institu-
 tions generally advise countries to adopt
 efficiency- or growth-enhancing poli-
 cies. Nevertheless, it is well known that
 countries are most likely to initiate re-
 form when fiscal or foreign exchange
 crises make reform essential, and, at the
 same time, weaken the state's ability to
 reward members of the coalition who
 supported the old policy regime. When
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 these conditions prevail, domestic or
 foreign donors or lenders can use their
 financial leverage to persuade countries
 to adopt their policy prescriptions. It is
 no accident that the World Bank, re-
 gional development banks, and bilateral
 aid agencies adopted policy based,
 quick disbursing loans just as the sec-
 ond oil shock created fiscal crises for
 many governments.

 Consistent with conclusions of the lit-
 erature reviewed here, studies examin-
 ing the impact of World Bank policy
 based lending show that the reforms
 will not lead to sustained improvements
 in policies unless they are supported by
 a strong postreform coalition. Thus the
 World Bank's emphasis on "government
 ownership" of the reform agenda. In-
 deed, this review suggests that bargain-
 ing equilibria among self-interested
 groups may often lead to stable but in-
 efficient policy outcomes. In these situ-
 ations the leverage of policy-based
 lending may not be enough to force
 adoption of first-best policies.

 An additional complication shown in
 the literature review is that policies and
 programs that are normally very desir-
 able may not enhance efficiency under
 some material conditions. For example,
 fully private land rights where popula-
 tion densities are very low may not lead
 to higher efficiency and greater growth.
 In addition, material conditions may af-
 fect the sustainability of reform: where
 population density is very low, rural
 elites are strong and have ample oppor-
 tunities to form alliances with other in-
 terest groups resistant to change. Policy
 advice must take account of these com-
 plicating factors.

 Policy advice should also be based on
 a greater understanding of the opportu-
 nities for reform that are associated
 with crises, including-in addition to
 fiscal crises-political crises caused, for
 example, by the threat of peasant re-

 volts. Several of the successful East
 Asian land reforms were reactions to
 communist takeovers following World
 War II, while the less successful Latin
 American ones were associated with the
 Alliance of Progress following the Cu-
 ban Revolution. The emergence of land
 reform programs in Brazil has also been
 triggered by massive peasant mobiliza-
 tion, threatening a political crisis. It is
 during times of crisis that urban elites
 may be more willing and able to check
 the power of rural elites.

 Policy change, in addition to affecting
 efficiency and income distribution, also
 modifies the bargaining power of inter-
 est groups and their ability to partici-
 pate in the political process. Successful
 land reform improves the political ar-
 ticulation of the beneficiaries. Privatiza-
 tion of parastatals not only reduces fis-
 cal costs and improves competition, but
 may also eliminate organizational resi-
 dues that could lead to the adoption of
 future distortionary policies. Similarly,
 openness of the trade regime reduces
 the power of domestic interest groups
 and encourages governments to main-
 tain budgetary discipline. The interna-
 tional institutions- and bilateral donors
 should systematically consider these
 possible outcomes when formulating
 their policy advice.

 The importance of income equality.
 The finding that increased income
 equality can generate superior eco-
 nomic and political outcomes leads to
 several conclusions. Primary education
 and health services, especially for the
 poor, rural inhabitants, and women, are
 important not only because they foster
 growth and help reduce poverty
 through several well known channels,
 but also because they reduce income in-
 equality, and thereby enhance the col-
 lective action potential of the poor.
 Safety nets are necessary because they
 enable the poor to avoid liquidating
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 their stocks of productive assets in
 times of crisis, leading to more equal
 distribution of wealth-which is impor-
 tant for the political environment in the
 long run. Redistributive land reform not
 only gives land to more efficient pro-
 ducers, but also reduces credit market
 imperfections, which lead to improved
 investment decisions by the poor.
 Greater wealth also increases the ability
 of the poor to directly participate in the
 political process.

 In view of the importance of indepen-
 dent institutions for the sustainability of
 policy reforms, it is not surprising that
 new types of policy conditionality in ad-
 justment lending programs have re-
 cently been introduced that focus on
 enhancing the power of independent in-
 stitutions-including the establishment
 of independent central banks and ju-
 diciaries. Decentralization of political,
 fiscal, and administrative power may
 change incentive structures for political
 participation and the ability of pre-
 viously powerless groups to participate,
 thus creating conditions for bargaining
 which are more conducive to efficiency.
 Reforming local governments to allow
 for greater competition improves trans-
 parency and reduces the power of rural
 elites to appropriate benefits. The rise
 of civil society institutions, especially in
 a context of greater decentralization,
 leads to greater participation. Groups
 that were previously unrepresented,
 such as small farmers, can become
 much more involved in choosing and
 implementing projects that they benefit
 from. Participation also strengthens the
 social capital of poor beneficiaries to in-
 fluence policy decisions. Finally, docu-
 menting and measuring the impact of
 policies, organizations, and public ex-
 penditures on efficiency, growth, and
 rural poverty are needed to reduce the
 possibility that interest groups succeed
 in using misinformation and obfuscation

 as a political tool. But it is not sufficient
 to produce the knowledge. Poor and
 vulnerable groups must have access to it
 so that they no longer have to operate
 at a disadvantage.

 9.3 Toward Greater Predictive Power

 We are a long way from being able to
 explain the differences between the
 four groups of countries, and individual
 countries more generally. Instead, we
 have identified a number of key factors
 that must form part of an explanatory
 framework. We have also identified the
 factors and regularities that can be used
 to explain major changes in agricultural
 policy and that need to be taken into
 account in providing policy advice. But
 our knowledge is very limited in certain
 areas-for example, the impact of ideas
 as generators or facilitators of policy
 change-and remains poorly integrated
 across subfields and schools of social
 science.

 Thus there is a great need to develop
 a more unified theory of a political
 economy of agriculture and agrarian re-
 lations that can be tested empirically.
 Such a theory must be embedded in the
 theories of institutional development,
 state formation, and political decision
 making, which deal with issues well be-
 yond agriculture and the rural economy.
 Insights from many disciplines and ana-
 lytical traditions, from neoclassical eco-
 nomics to historical materialism, pro-
 vide important elements of such a
 theory.

 How would one develop a better
 theoretical framework and test whether
 it is capable of quantitative analysis and
 predictive power? Developing a theo-
 retical framework is most difficult when
 all changes in a country-the political
 and institutional environment, the po-
 litical and economic outcomes, and the
 material conditions-are endogenous.
 Partial theories that try to explain only
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 some elements can omit important ex-
 planatory variables, or treat all the
 right-hand-side variables as exogenous.
 These theories often lead to erroneous
 attribution of causality, especially in
 cross-country comparisons. While it is
 possible to circumvent this problem by
 using sequential approaches and taking
 the material or political and institu-
 tional conditions as largely exogenous,
 unobserved, or unaccounted for vari-
 ables (such as "fixed effects") may still
 undermine the analysis. In truth, only
 natural endowments and external events
 are strictly exogenous.

 One may therefore initially look only
 at the impact of changes or shocks in
 the external environment on the poli-
 cies, institutions, and programs of a
 country. Fully modeling the long-term
 dynamics of political, institutional, and
 economic change-even though desir-
 able in order to focus on the long-run
 consequences of alternative agricultural
 and agrarian policies-is a much more
 distant goal. Predictions of how the
 political environment will change in
 response to external or exogenous
 shocks-including natural disasters and
 changes in ideas, the potential for alli-
 ances, prices, opportunities for trade
 and borrowing, and technology-can be
 tested. The first task, then, is to build a
 model or theory capable of predicting
 changes in the political environment in
 response to external shocks. For this job
 one can use comparative static models
 and take many of the material condi-
 tions and features of the political envi-
 ronment as constant, even though in a
 long-term dynamic model they will
 change-mostly as a consequence of the
 policy changes initiated by a shock. The
 models could then be tested by an
 evaluation of how identical exogenous
 shocks affect political outcomes differ-
 ently in different countries, or in the
 same country at different times, de-

 pending on the prevailing material con-
 ditions, social and political environ-
 ments, political institutions, organizational
 residues, and the degree of participa-
 tion of the major interest groups. This
 would lead to more insights on the role
 played by the factors held constant in
 the analysis of shocks.

 What are the key features of a predic-
 tive framework? It is clear that one can-
 not analyze the impact of external
 shocks on economic and political out-
 comes just by looking at agricultural
 producers or rural groups. First, distor-
 tionary and compensatory policies are
 not confined to only traditional agricul-
 tural policies, but include a much wider
 range of rural and non-rural policies, in-
 stitutions, taxes, and expenditures. Sec-
 ond, because the economy-wide budget
 constraint plays such an important role
 in whether or not policy changes will be
 implemented and what the outcomes
 are, the framework must incorporate all
 of the key actors who bargain over the
 political outcomes potentially triggered
 by a shock. This implies that the analy-
 sis must include the small farmers (po-
 litically active or not), rural elites, ur-
 ban elites, urban organized workers,
 and the unorganized and usually politi-
 cally uninvolved urban informal sector.
 Third, the impact of shocks and policies
 on economic outcomes should be ana-
 lyzed using frameworks in which ex-
 change rates, prices, interest rates, and
 wages are endogenous. Otherwise, the
 impact of the shocks and polices on the
 incomes of the participants in the bar-
 gaining game, and on the state's fiscal
 position, cannot be measured accu-
 rately.

 Such models cannot be built on the
 assumption that constrained maximiza-
 tion of growth is being pursued, be-
 cause the empirical evidence suggests
 clearly that agricultural and agrarian
 political outcomes have often been
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 much more inefficient and growth- re-
 ducing than would be consistent with
 constrained optimization with distri-
 butional objectives. Any modeling strat-
 egy must admit the possibility of such
 highly inefficient outcomes.

 A model composed of the features
 discussed above would not allow for
 much prediction of specific policy out-
 comes. In order to achieve greater pre-
 dictive capability, constraints must be
 added that limit actions by individual
 groups and the government-and that
 thus therefore restrict the range of pos-
 sible policy outcomes. These include
 the constraints and regularities that
 have been reviewed extensively in the
 main sections of the paper: material
 conditions of rural areas and the
 broader economies, the striking differ-
 entials in the power of interest groups,
 regularities of bargaining processes, the
 fiscal position of the state at the time
 when shocks occur, and the political
 and institutional environment of the
 economy at the time when shock occurs.
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